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Bacillus subtilis cells form spores when they are deprived of nutrients. The
spores formed are resistant to many insults including: heat, radiation, enzymes
and various chemicals. They are also metabolically inactive and can remain in
this state indefinitely. Although dormant, spores rapidly return to life via the
process of germination when specific nutrients are returned to their environment.
The inner membrane of dormant spores is of central importance in spore biology.
Previous studies have shown that the components of the inner membrane of
dormant spores have the unique properties of being relatively immobile and
compressed. The inner membrane is also relatively impermeable and thus plays
a major role in spore resistance and dormancy. It remains unclear how the inner
membrane acquires these properties. Moreover, the spore inner membrane
contains proteins required for initiating germination including the nutrient
germinant receptors (GRs), and the GerD and SpoVA proteins. These proteins
seem to act cooperatively but the mechanistic details of the initiation of
germination are poorly understood. The first aim of this study was to determine
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whether the inner membrane phospholipids played specific roles in sporulation
and spore properties. The results revealed that changing the phospholipid
composition of the B. subtilis inner membrane had little effect on sporulation, and
only modest effects on spore germination, wet heat and oxidizing agent
sensitivity, and inner membrane permeability. The second aim of this study was
to determine how germination proteins are organized in the spore inner
membrane using fluorescence microscopy. The results show that the GRs and
GerD colocalize primarily to a single cluster in dormant spores, pointing to the
existence of a specific germination locus or “germinosome” in the dormant
spores’ inner membrane. GRs require all their subunits as well as GerD for
cluster formation. Diacylglycerol addition to GerD and GRs’ C subunits is also
required for clustering. However, the different GRs cluster independently of each
other, and GerD forms clusters in the absence of all the GRs. These data
suggest that cooperativity in spore germination is achieved at least in part via
pre-positioning necessary germination proteins at a single site in the dormant
spore.
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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2
A. Background and Significance
Bacterial spores were first reported in 1876, first by Cohn who identified
Bacillus subtilis spores as entities that could resist heat sterilization and later by
Koch who showed that B. anthracis caused the disease anthrax [1, 2]. Since then
a number of bacteria have been identified as spore-formers, the most notable of
which belong to the Bacillus and Clostridium species. It is now clear that bacterial
spores are among the most resistant organisms known—they are capable of
surviving a range of external insults including heat, desiccation, radiation,
degradative enzymes and toxic chemicals [3, 4]. The extraordinary resistance of
spores allows them to exist in their metabolically dormant state indefinitely, and
spores have been reported to remain viable after lying dormant for thousands
and maybe even millions of years [5-7]. As such they are ubiquitous throughout
our environment and pathogenic varieties have also had a significant impact on
human health and disease. C. botulinum, C. perfringens and B. cereus are
known to cause food-borne illness, and many more spore-formers including B.
subtilis cause food spoilage [8]. Another spore-former C. difficile has become
increasingly important as the leading cause of hospital-acquired infection, with an
estimated 500,000 cases and 15-20,000 deaths per year in the United States [9].
In addition, the use of B. anthracis spores in “letter attacks” has also highlighted
the potential use of pathogenic spore-formers as agents of bioterrorism [10]. For
these

reasons

understanding

spore

formation,

mechanisms of spore killing continue to be essential.

spore

germination

and
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B. Importance of B. subtilis as a Model Organism
B. subtilis is a rod-shaped, aerobic, Gram-positive and non-pathogenic soil
bacterium. It is by far the best-studied spore-former and the most studied Grampositive organism overall. It serves as a model system for studying the sporespecific processes of sporulation and germination, and many of the genes
involved in these processes were first identified in B. subtilis [11, 12]. This
species is also used as a model system for studying the more broadly applicable
processes involved in cell differentiation. Mechanisms of cell-cell communication
and differential gene expression that are relevant to higher organisms can be
studied in this much simpler system [13-16]. B. subtilis is amenable to
experimentation and genetic manipulation, its genome is also fully sequenced
allowing for easy site-directed mutagenesis, and it can be grown and sporulated
readily in the laboratory. It is thus used in all the experiments presented in this
thesis. Experimental findings in B. subtilis spores, at least in the case of spore
germination, are likely to be generally applicable to other Bacillus and Clostridium
species given that many elements of the germination pathway are conserved
across species [17]. However, the mechanistic details of the process may vary
since there are known differences in the proteins involved across various species
of spore-formers [17].
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C. Overview of the Life Cycle of B. subtilis
Spore-formers, like other bacteria, grow and divide rapidly and expand
their population exponentially when nutrients are abundant. In this vegetative
cycle each cell produces two identical daughter cells after each round of division
(Figure 1.1). However, as nutrients become depleted from the environment and
cells enter stationary phase, some of the cells in the population will initiate the
process of sporulation in order to ensure their survival. In this process a single
cell will differentiate into two distinct cell types with different functions, patterns of
gene expression, and ultimate fates [11]. Successful sporulation ultimately leads
to the release of a mature dormant spore into the environment (Figure 1.1).
Spores will remain dormant until they encounter specific nutrient stimuli, which
will cause rapid germination and loss of dormant and resistance properties.
Eventually the germinated spore will outgrow to become a growing cell again
(Figure 1.1) [18, 19].

D. Sporulation
i.

Stages of Sporulation
The process of sporulation can be divided into distinct morphological

stages based on observations made using electron microscopy (Figure 1.1).
Cells in the vegetative cycle are said to be in Stage 0 with respect to sporulation.
In Stage I of sporulation an axial filament of the condensed replicated bacterial
chromosome is formed along the length of the cell [14]. This is followed by the
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most easily recognizable event that signifies the start of sporulation, the
formation of a division septum close to one pole of the cell (Stage II). This
asymmetric septation divides the cell into a smaller forespore and a larger mother
cell, and is essential for the compartmentalization of gene expression [11, 14].
The forespore is destined to become the mature dormant spore, while the mother
cell will support the development of the spore but will ultimately lyse and die.
When the septum is initially formed the majority of the chromosome belonging to
the forespore resides in the mother cell and must be translocated into the
forespore compartment with the help of the DNA translocase SpoIIIE [11, 14].
The next major morphological step involves the engulfment of the forespore by
the mother cell (Stage III). After engulfment, an outer membrane derived from the
mother cell and an inner membrane derived from the forespore surrounds the
developing forespore [11, 14]. During Stage IV two peptidoglycan layers are
synthesized

between

the

two

phospholipid

membranes:

a

specialized

peptidoglycan layer unique to the spore called the cortex is synthesized from the
outer membrane and the germ-cell wall layer that is normally present in growing
cells is synthesized from the inner spore membrane [11, 14]. Next the mother cell
directs the assembly of the proteinaceous spore coat in a series of layers on the
surface of the developing spore (Stage V). The exosporium if present in the
mature spore is also synthesized at this stage. In Stage VI the spore acquires its
dormant and resistance properties. In the spore core, the water content is
reduced to only 25-50% of the spore wet weight, and spore-specific molecules,
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most notably pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid [dipicolinic acid (DPA)] (Figure 1.2) in
a 1:1 chelate with calcium and the DNA-binding small acid soluble proteins
(SASPs), are accumulated. Stage VII is characterized by mother cell lysis and
release of the dormant spore in the environment [11, 12].

ii.

Initiation of Sporulation
Sporulation is a time- and energy-intensive process. While one complete

vegetative cycle takes ~25 min, sporulation by comparison takes ~7 hr and
commitment to sporulation occurs relatively early in the process [20]. It is
therefore advantageous for cells to explore other strategies for survival as they
enter stationary phase prior to initiating sporulation. They may become motile
and search for new food sources via chemotaxis, produce scavenging enzymes
and antibiotics to kill competition and provide extra nutrients, or become
competent and acquire genetic material that may offer a survival advantage [15,
20].
Entry into sporulation ultimately requires the upregulation and activation of
the transcription factor Spo0A. Spo0A is upregulated during stationary phase in
response to rising levels of the sigma factor, σH [11]. When Spo0A is activated
via phosphorylation it binds DNA and directly or indirectly alters the expression of
over 500 genes that regulate sporulation. It is thus considered to be the master
regulator of sporulation [21, 22]. An important target of Spo0A repression is AbrB,
a master regulator that suppresses sporulation [11].
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Phosphorylation of Spo0A is regulated by a complex phosphorelay system
illustrated in Figure 1.3. When conditions are favorable for sporulation several
kinases (KinA-E) become autophosphorylated and donate their phosphates to
the phosphorelay. The specific triggers for autophosphorylation of these kinases
however, remain unknown [14, 15]. Phosphates are then transferred sequentially
from Spo0F to Spo0B then to Spo0A. Spo0F can be dephosphorylated by Rap
proteins and Spo0A can be dephosphorylated by Spo0E, YisI and YnZD
phosphatases, thus regulating the amount of activated Spo0A present in the cell
[14, 20]. The levels of phosphorylated Spo0A (Spo0A-P) vary stochastically
across the cell population and cells that initiate sporulation earlier release factors
that inhibit other cells from phosphorylating Spo0A, presumably as a survival
mechanism [23]. At low levels of Spo0A-P cells explore alternatives to
sporulation, while at high levels, which coincide with the peak σH levels,
downstream targets that are required for spore formation are upregulated and
sporulation will proceed [11, 20].
In deciding whether to sporulate cells assess various internal and external
signals including: cell density, nutrient levels and progress through the cell cycle
[11, 14]. Cells sense cell density with the help of several cognate Rap and Phr
proteins.

At

low

cell

density

Rap

proteins

bind

Spo0F

causing

its

dephosphorylation and thus inhibiting sporulation (Figure 1.3) [14, 20]. The
related Phr proteins are exported from the cells, processed into pentapeptide
molecules and reimported. At high cell densities pentapeptides generated from
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Phr protein processing are present at high levels and will prevent the Rap
proteins from binding and causing the dephosphorylation of Spo0F, ultimately
shifting the phosphorelay system towards increased Spo0A-P and sporulation
(Figure 1.3) [11, 14]. Cells sense starvation by detecting intracellular GTP or
GDP levels, with the help of the putative sensor CodY [24]. Under favorable
growth conditions GTP levels are high and CodY binds GTP and is able to
repress the transcription of genes that promote sporulation including: KinB, PhrA
and PhrE. As nutrients become depleted and cells enter stationary phase GTP
and GDP levels decrease sharply and CodY no longer binds GTP and is unable
to repress genes that promote sporulation (Figure 1.3) [14, 20, 24]. To enter
sporulation cells must also successfully replicate their chromosome and there
must be no DNA damage. To detect proper completion of DNA replication cells
employ the protein Sda. If cells experience DNA damage or if DNA replication is
blocked, Sda is upregulated since DnaA that would normally suppress its
expression is being used up in the damage response [25]. Sda inhibits KinA
autophosphorylation and thus blocks the accumulation of Spo0A-P (Figure 1.3)
[14, 20, 26]. Sporulation initiation also requires the Krebs cycle; however, the
mechanism for detecting the functional state of the Krebs cycle is not known [14,
27].
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iii. Regulation of Differential Gene Expression During Sporulation
Although the mother cell and forespore follow different developmental
pathways, they monitor each other’s progress through sporulation to ensure that
the various biochemical and morphological changes in these two compartments
occur at the right time. Five different sigma factors σH, σF, σE, σG and σK are
employed to help keep the events of sporulation spatially and temporally
regulated (Figure 1.4). Each sigma factor binds RNA polymerase and directs the
polymerase to transcribe a specific set of genes. During normal cell growth σH is
present at low levels along with the housekeeping sigma factor σA. As mentioned
above, σH and Spo0A-P levels increase to regulate gene expression at the onset
of sporulation. Targets of σH and Spo0A-P such as ftsAZ lead to the formation of
the asymmetric septum early in sporulation, and decreased abrB transcription
derepresses sporulation genes [11, 14]. Spo0A-P and σH also stimulate the
expression of the next two sigma factors in the cascade, σF and σE. Prior to
septation both σF and σE are produced, however, σF is kept inactive due to the
binding of an anti-sigma factor SpoIIAB and σE is made as a pro-sigma factor that
needs to be proteolytically processed for its activation (Figure 1.4) [14, 20, 28].
After septation SpoIIAA is dephosphorylated by SpoIIE and thus binds SpoIIAB
and prevents it from inhibiting σF. Then σF directs activation of σE in the mother
cell by producing SpoIIR, which traverses the septum to activate the protease
(SpoIIGA) responsible for the cleavage of pro-σE to yield its active form (Figure
1.4) [14, 20]. The action of σE and σF are important for subsequent engulfment of
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the forespore by the mother cell. The completion of engulfment of the forespore
leads to the activation of two new sigma factors σG and σK in the forespore and
mother cell, respectively [14, 20]. These sigma factors govern the later stages of
spore development. The expression of σG in the forespore is driven by σF,
however, it is held inactive by an unknown mechanism until engulfment is
completed [14, 20]. The forespore factor SpoIIIA and the mother cell factor
SpoIIIJ are both required for σG activation (Figure 1.4) [20]. The expression of σK
is driven by σE, and like σE is it is made as a pro-sigma factor. Activation of σK
requires σG-dependent SpoIVB, which is produced in the forespore and secreted
into the intercellular space where it relieves the inhibition of the protease
(SpoIVFB) which is necessary for cleavage and activation of σK by SpoIVFA and
BofA (Figure 1.4) [14, 20]. In addition to the sigma factors, there are also other
important transcription factors such as SpoIIID and GerE, which regulate gene
expression early and late in mother cell development, respectively [11, 14]. Thus
the forespore and mother cell communicate with each other at each stage to
regulate the expression of genes in each compartment during sporulation.

E. The Mature Spore Structure and Resistance Properties
The structure of the dormant spore is distinct from that of the parent cell
and its unique features contribute to its dormant and resistance properties. The
spore is organized in a series of layers (Figure 1.5). The outermost layer in some
species such as B. anthracis, B. cereus and many Clostridia is the exosporium,
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which is made mostly of proteins and carbohydrates. The role of this layer
remains unclear but it may play a role in adhesion to surfaces, and chemical and
enzymatic resistance [29]. Of note, B. subtilis, the species of interest in this
thesis has no exosporium, and in this organism the outermost layer is the spore
coat. The spore coat, which is comprised of over 40 highly cross-linked proteins,
protects the spore against chemicals like sodium hypochlorite and also protects
the peptidoglycan layers beneath from attack by degradative enzymes like
lyzosyme [30-33]. Beneath the coat lies the spore outer membrane that is derived
from the mother cell as a result of the engulfment process. While this membrane
is important for the compartmentalization and regulation of gene expression
during sporulation, its role in the dormant spore is less clear. The next layers are
the thick cortex and the thinner germ cell wall, which are both composed of
peptidoglycan. The layers are similar but not identical; the presence of muramic
lactam in the cortex allows the spore to selectively degrade the cortex but not the
germ cell wall during spore germination [34]. The cortex is also thought to play an
important role in the dehydration of the forespore during sporulation by an
unknown process [35]. Beneath the cell wall lies the spore inner membrane,
which is forespore-derived and is the plasma membrane of the future cell. The
inner membrane has unique properties that distinguish it from a normal cell
membrane (see section 2.B). The inner membrane is relatively impermeable and
forms the most important permeability barrier in the spore preventing harmful
chemicals from accessing the core [36, 37]. Recent work has also shown that the
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components of the spore inner membrane are relatively immobile and
compressed [38]. It is not entirely clear how these properties are achieved and
how they contribute to spore properties. This membrane also plays an integral
role in the process of germination as it contains the nutrient germinant receptors
(GRs), the putative cation, DPA and water channels and other proteins that are
necessary during the process of germination (see section 1.F and 3.B) [39-42].
The inner membrane surrounds the core of the spore, which contains ribosomes,
DNA and enzymes that are typically found in a normal cell cytoplasm. However,
in the spore core DNA is bound to various SASPs, which protect DNA from
damage by radiation, heat and chemicals [4, 43]. The spore core also has a large
depot of Ca-DPA (~25% of the core dry weight), which is important for spore
dehydration and resistance [4, 43]. The water content of the spore core is also
relatively low (only about 25-50% of the spore wet weight compared to 80% in
vegetative cells), a feature which is a major contributor to spore resistance
especially to wet heat [4, 43, 44]. The spore core also has a pH of ~6.5, which is
relatively low compared to that of vegetative cells (pH ~7.5), and lacks highenergy compounds such as ATP and NADH. These features, along with the
relatively low water content of the spore core, account for the absence of
enzymatic activity in dormant spores [4, 43, 44]. Previous work has shown that
the contents of the core are relatively immobile [45]. This in concert with the
absence of metabolic activity and the immobility of the inner membrane suggests
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that the germination apparatus that the spore needs to escape dormancy must all
be put in place prior to the end of sporulation.

F. Spore Germination
Although the dormant spore is uniquely resistant to many agents and is
thus the “vector” of spore-related diseases and illnesses, it is unable to exert any
harmful effects until it germinates and starts the process of becoming a
vegetative cell. Only after germinating does the spore become metabolically
active and capable of growing, multiplying and producing harmful toxins [46]. In
addition, the germinated spore is much more susceptible to killing agents than
the dormant spore [19]. Thus it is essential to understand the process of
germination in order to uncover better ways to kill spores and prevent disease. In
contrast to the long and energy intensive spore formation process, germination is
rapid (on the order of minutes) and occurs in the absence of ATP and
macromolecular synthesis [19, 47].

i.

Stage I of Germination
Dormant spores monitor the nutrient content of their environment and

when specific nutrients return, spores germinate and lose their dormant and
resistance properties [19, 47]. The GerP proteins are thought to be responsible
for allowing nutrients and small molecules to permeate the outer layers
(particularly the coat) of spores. In the absence of GerP proteins, spores are
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blocked in germination prior to the release of Ca-DPA and loss of heat resistance
[48]. However, a gerP deletion can be rescued by an additional cotE deletion that
leads to increased permeability of the spore coat due the loss of much of the
outer coat layer [48]. After the nutrients traverse the outermost layers of the
spore they interact with specific (GRs) that reside in the spore’s inner membrane
[39, 40]. In the case of B. subtilis there are three GRs with known ligands (see
section 3.B): GerA responds to L-alanine, and GerB and GerK are both
necessary for germination in response to the nutrient mixture of L-asparagine, Dglucose, D-fructose and potassium (AGFK). Homologs of the canonical B. subtilis
GerA receptor are found in most of the spore-forming species studied, however,
there are differences in the number of different homologs present, the copy
number and composition of the individual homologs and most importantly the
nutrient ligands recognized [17]. Although it is known that the nutrient ligands are
not metabolized or transported into the spore on binding to the GRs, it remains
unclear what specific reaction takes place upon interaction of the GRs with their
ligands [18, 19, 49, 50]. Binding of ligands to cognate receptors is followed by the
rapid release of monovalent cations and Ca-DPA from the spore core, leading to
partial rehydration of the core and some loss of spore resistance [18, 19]. The
inner membrane auxiliary protein GerD potentiates the release of Ca-DPA in
response to nutrient binding in Bacillus species by an unknown mechanism [41,
51]. Ca-DPA is thought to travel through channels in the spore inner membrane
that are either formed or regulated by SpoVA proteins [52, 53]. It remains unclear
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how water and ions are transported across the inner membrane [18, 19]. These
events conclude Stage I of germination and at the end of this stage the spore
remains metabolically inactive (Figure 1.6).

ii.

Stage II of Germination and Outgrowth
In Stage II of germination cortex-lytic enzymes become activated and

specifically hydrolyze the peptidoglycan of the cortex by targeting muramic
lactam [34, 47]. B. subtilis has two such enzymes, CwlJ and SleB. CwlJ is
present in the outer spore layers and is activated in response to Ca-DPA [54].
SleB has been localized to the inner membrane as well as outer spore layers and
it is unclear how it becomes activated during spore germination, though it may
respond to changes in the cortex and/or the GRs [17, 55]. Spores that lack both
CwlJ and SleB or muramic lactam (due to the loss of CwlD) are blocked in
germination at the end of Stage I and cannot complete the germination process
[34, 47]. As the cortex is hydrolyzed the spore core becomes further hydrated
and expands leading to further loss of resistance and dormancy (Figure 1.6). As
the core becomes fully hydrated, metabolic activity returns signifying the end of
Stage II of germination and the beginning of outgrowth. During outgrowth SASPs
that were bound to the spore DNA during dormancy are degraded by the
germination protease (GPR) making the DNA available for transcription, and the
resultant free amino acids available for protein synthesis and metabolism [47].
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As metabolism and macromolecular synthesis proceed the spore escapes the
coat to become a growing cell again (Figure 1.6) [19, 47, 50].

iii. Activation and Germination Heterogeneity
In the laboratory spores are typically activated by treatment with a sublethal heat shock prior to the addition of nutrients that stimulate germination.
Activation of spores leads to faster and more synchronized germination in some
spore species, however the mechanism of activation is not known (Figure 1.6)
[47]. Despite activation, germination within spore populations is heterogeneous,
with some spores termed superdormant being particularly resistant to
germination [56, 57]. Genetic and physiological evidence suggests that this
heterogeneity may be due to variation in the levels of GRs in dormant spores
[56]. This phenomenon has particularly important implications for determining
how long patients exposed to spore-related diseases such as anthrax should be
treated with antibiotics, since spores may lie dormant for long periods only to
germinate and cause disease after treatments have been discontinued [56, 58,
59].

iv. Non-nutrient Germination
In addition to germination with nutrients there are several methods of
germinating spores in the absence of nutrients, termed non-nutrient germination.
Spores can be germinated by treating with Ca-DPA, the same molecule that is
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abundant in the dormant spore core. The exogenous Ca-DPA interacts with CwlJ
to initiate cortex degradation and thus leads to germination by by-passing the
GRs [19, 60]. Another chemical commonly used to germinate spores is the
alkylamine dodecylamine. Dodecylamine is a cationic surfactant that is generally
thought to interact directly with the inner membrane to cause Ca-DPA release
and thus spore germination, however the details of this process are unclear [19,
61]. Spores can also be germinated using high-pressure treatment. At pressures
between 100-200 MPa the GRs are activated and cause germination, however at
higher pressures (500-600 MPa) spores release their DPA and germinate even in
the absence of the GRs [19, 62]. In addition the enzyme lysozyme can be used to
degrade the cortex, which also causes germination, however this can only be
achieved in spores that lack their coat layer and spores only remain viable if they
are germinated in hypertonic medium since lysozyme also digests the germ cell
wall [19]. A summary of the current model of spore germination in B. subtilis is
given in Figure 1.7.

G. Scope of Study
As mentioned above, the inner membrane is important for spore
resistance properties as it prevents potentially harmful chemicals from accessing
the spore core. It is also important for spore germination since it is the location of
proteins such as the GRs, GerD and SpoVA that are essential in the initial stages
of the germination response. Studies have shown that certain phospholipids such
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as phosphatidylethanolamine and cardiolipin are heterogeneously distributed in
prokaryotic cell membranes and may play specific roles in cell biology [63-66].
Given the unique properties of the spore inner membrane we wondered whether
phospholipids played specific roles in spore germination and other spore
properties. Thus, the first major aim of this thesis is to analyze the effects of
alterations in lipid composition of the inner membrane of spores on spore
germination, resistance and permeability (see section 2).
The observation that components of the spore inner membrane and spore
core are relatively immobile [38, 45], suggests that proteins that must interact to
facilitate rapid germination are likely pre-positioned in the same location. Studies
on chemoreceptors in Escherichia coli and other bacteria have revealed that
these receptors are organized into clusters at discrete points along the cell
membrane, which presumably facilitates a rapid and integrated response to
chemotactic stimuli [67]. We hypothesize that germination proteins in the inner
spore membrane also achieve cooperativity at least in part via colocalization into
a cluster. Thus, the second major goal of this thesis is to examine the localization
and interaction in intact dormant spores of the inner membrane germination
proteins (GRs, GerD and SpoVA) by constructing functional fusions of
germination proteins with fluorescent reporters such as GFP and mCherry, and
observing the spores by fluorescence microscopy (see section 3).
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of the life cycle of B. subtilis adapted from [14, 16].
The vegetative cycle, stages of sporulation, germination and outgrowth are
shown. The vegetative cycle (Stage 0) proceeds when nutrients are abundant.
When nutrients become depleted sporulation is initiated, the various stages I-VII
are indicated, stages IV & V and VI & VII are combined for simplicity. The mature
dormant spore is released at the end of sporulation; it is metabolically inactive
and resistant and can remain dormant indefinitely. The dormant spore will
germinate in response to specific nutrients and then outgrow to become a
growing cell.
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Figure 1.2. The structure of pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid [dipicolinic acid
(DPA)] from [4].
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Figure

1.3.

Initiation

of

sporulation

and

regulation

of

Spo0A

phosphorylation by the phosphorelay from [20]. Kinases (Kin A-E) donate
phosphates to Spo0F, the first protein in the relay. The phosphates are
transferred to Spo0B and then to the Spo0A master regulator, which causes
sporulation by altering gene expression. The phosphorelay is tightly regulated.
Spo0E, YisI or YnzD can dephosphorylate Spo0A and Rap proteins can
dephosphorylate Spo0F. Entry into sporulation requires: high cell density, which
is detected by Phr proteins that inhibit Rap proteins; nutrient depletion, which is
detected by CodY that inhibits kinases and Phr proteins when GTP levels are
high; and DNA replication and the absence of DNA damage, which is detected by
Sda that inhibits KinA when replication is impaired or DNA is damaged.
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Figure 1.4. Regulation of sporulation by intercompartmental signaling
adapted from [20, 28]. High levels of σH and Spo0A trigger sporulation and lead
to the expression of pro-σE and inactive σF. Upon asymmetric division σ F
inhibition is relieved specifically in the forespore. Signals in the forespore induced
by σ F cross the forespore membrane and lead to the cleavage of pro-σE in the
mother cell thus activating σ E. Prior to the completion of engulfment σG is
synthesized in the forespore but it is held inactive. Once engulfment is completed
both σE and σG-dependent signals lead to the activation of σG. The final sigma
factor is made as an inactive pro-σK under the control of σE. Signals produced in
the forespore induced by σG cross the forespore membrane and lead to the
cleavage of pro-σk and activation of σK.
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A

B

Figure 1.5. The Bacillus subtilis spore. (A) A Schematic of a dormant spore
showing the various spore layers. (B) A thin section electron micrograph and
schematic of a region of the spore layers taken from [4, 35].
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Figure 1.6. Schematic of the stages of spore germination and outgrowth
from [19]. The activation step of germination is not well understood as indicated
by the question marks. Spores are typically activated by a sub-lethal heat shock,
which leads to more rapid and synchronized germination in some species. The
major events in each stage of germination and outgrowth are indicated. Note that
expansion of the spore core in Stage II of germination occurs in the absence of
new phospholipid synthesis.
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Figure 1.7. Model of spore germination in B. subtilis from [17, 19]. A
summary of the events of germination and the proteins involved is shown. GerP
facilitates access of nutrients to the GRs in the inner membrane. Upon nutrient
binding to the GRs (L-alaàGerA and AGFKàGerB & GerK), ions and Ca-DPA
are released from the spore; SpoVA proteins are thought to form DPA channels.
GerD facilitates this process by an unknown mechanism. The enzymes SleB and
CwlJ are then activated and degrade the cortex. The trigger for SleB activation is
unclear, however CwlJ is activated by Ca-DPA released from the spore core, and
exogenous Ca-DPA can trigger germination by activating CwlJ directly and
bypassing the GRs. The GRs can also be activated by moderately high
pressures. Alkylamines and very high pressures cause release of Ca-DPA and
germination even in the absence of the GRs. Lysozyme can trigger germination
in decoated spores.

3.

CHAPTER 2

EFFECTS OF MODIFICATION OF MEMBRANE LIPID COMPOSITION ON
BACILLUS SUBTILIS SPORULATION AND SPORE PROPERTIES
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A. Abstract
Aims: To determine effects of inner membrane lipid composition on Bacillus
subtilis sporulation and spore properties.
Methods and Results: The absence of genes encoding lipid biosynthetic
enzymes had no effect on B. subtilis sporulation, although the expected lipids
were absent from spores’ inner membrane. The rate of spore germination with
nutrients was decreased c. 50% with mutants that lacked the major cardiolipin
(CL) synthase and another enzyme for synthesis of a major phospholipid. Spores
lacking the minor CL synthase or an enzyme essential for glycolipid synthesis
exhibited 50-150% increases in rates of dodecylamine germination, while spores
lacking enzymes for phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS)
and lysylphosphatidylglycerol (l-PG) synthesis exhibited a 30-50% decrease.
Spore sensitivities to H2O2 and tert-butylhydroperoxide were increased 30-60% in
the absence of the major CL synthase, but these spores’ sensitivity to NaOCl or
OxoneTM was unaffected. Spores of lipid synthesis mutants were less resistant to
wet heat, with spores lacking enzymes for PE, PS or l-PG synthesis exhibiting a
two to threefold decrease and spores of other strains exhibiting a four to 10-fold
decrease. The decrease in spore wet heat resistance correlated with an increase
in core water content.
Conclusions: Changing the lipid composition of the B. subtilis inner membrane
did not affect sporulation, although modest effects on spore germination and wet
heat and oxidizing agent sensitivity were observed, especially when multiple
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lipids were absent. The increases in rates of dodecylamine germination were
likely due to increased ability of this compound to interact with the spore’s inner
membrane in the absence of some CL and glycolipids. The effects on spore wet
heat sensitivity are likely indirect, because they were correlated with changes in
core water content.
Significance and Impact of Study: The results of this study provide insight into
roles of inner membrane lipids in spore properties.
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B. Introduction
Bacteria of Bacillus and Clostridium species can sporulate upon
starvation. The spores thus formed are metabolically dormant and resistant to a
range of environmental insults including wet and dry heat, desiccation, high
pressure, radiation and various toxic chemicals [3, 4]. Spores can persist in this
dormant, resistant state for long periods, and can then germinate and outgrow
under suitable conditions to give rise to vegetative cells [47]. Although vegetative
cells lack the resistance properties of the spore, they are metabolically active and
can produce toxins and spoil foods [46]. As a consequence, bacterial spores are
important agents of food spoilage and food borne disease.
One factor thought to play an important role in the resistance properties of
dormant spores is the inner membrane. This membrane exhibits a number of
unusual properties, and in particular is relatively impermeable to small hydrophilic
molecules such as methylamine that rapidly pass across the inner membrane of
germinated spores and plasma membrane of vegetative cells [37, 68, 69]. The
inner membrane of spores surrounds the spore core and is destined to become
the plasma membrane of the cell formed after germination. Spores also have an
outer membrane that is derived from the mother cell. The outer membrane of
Bacillus megaterium spores has been suggested to have a different lipid
composition that the inner membrane [70], although purified outer membrane has
never been isolated. Spores remain poorly permeable to methylamine even after
the outer membrane is removed [37, 68]. Thus the inner membrane is thought to
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represent the major barrier to the passage of potentially harmful chemicals into
the spore core, the site of spore DNA and most enzymes [4]. Lipids in the spore’s
inner membrane also appear to be largely immobile, although lipid mobility
returns upon germination [38]. In dormant spores the inner membrane also exists
in a somewhat compressed form, as its surface area expands c. 1.5-fold upon
completion of spore germination even in the absence of lipid synthesis [38].
Damage to the inner membrane also appears to play an important role in
spore killing by a number of agents including heat and many oxidizing agents
[71-76]. High temperatures can cause disruption of the stability of the inner
membrane with release of the spore’s large depot of pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic
acid (dipicolinic acid (DPA)) [77]. Oxidizing agents used alone can cause spore
killing without causing DPA release [72, 73]. However, there is evidence that
oxidizing agents kill spores by damaging the inner membrane such that spores
lyse during germination [4]. In addition, spores given an only mildly lethal
pretreatment with oxidizing agents show increased rates of killing and DPA
release at normally sub-lethal temperatures, increased sensitivity to high NaCl
concentrations during spore outgrowth, increased methylamine permeability, and
faster germination with dodecylamine [69, 72, 75, 76].
The process of spore germination, which is essential for conversion of a
dormant spore into a vegetative cell, also involves the inner membrane. A
number of proteins that are essential for spore germination, including the GRs
and the SpoVA proteins that may be involved in DPA release are located in this
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inner membrane [39, 40, 42, 53]. In addition, the cationic surfactant
dodecylamine that causes spore germination by facilitating the release of DPA
from the spore core, may function by interacting directly with the inner membrane
[61, 69].
How the inner membrane achieves the properties described above and
the identities of targets of oxidative damage to the inner membrane are not
known. The fatty acid, protein and lipid components of the inner membrane and
the forces acting on this membrane due to the core or cortex could all play some
role in determining the membrane properties. Previous work has shown that the
level of saturation of fatty acids in the inner membrane has no significant effect
on spore resistance to oxidizing agents [36, 69]. However, the role of inner
membrane lipids in spore properties has not been examined.
The major lipids of Bacillus membranes are phosphatidylglycerol (PG),
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), lysylphosphatidylglycerol (l-PG), cardiolipin (CL)
and glycolipids, mainly diglucosyl diacylglycerol (dGDG) [78, 79]. Studies on the
composition of the membranes of dormant spores of Bacillus species have
revealed that the types and amounts of lipids present are similar to those found in
the membrane of vegetative cells [78, 80-82]. However, it is possible that subtle
alterations in the lipids present in the inner membrane could have some effect on
spore properties. Consequently, we have used B. subtilis strains unable to
synthesize one or more lipids (Table 2.1, Figure 2.1) and have characterized the
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growth, sporulation and spore properties of these strains including spore
germination, resistance and inner membrane permeability.
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C. Materials and Methods
i.

Strains, Cell Growth and Spore Preparation

The B. subtilis strains used in this work (Table 2.2) are isogenic with strain
CU1065 [83, 84]. For vegetative growth, cells grown overnight on Luria-Bertani
(LB) medium plates [85] containing appropriate antibiotics were used to inoculate
five ml of liquid LB medium containing antibiotics. Cultures were grown at 37oC
for c. 15 h and diluted into 30 ml of fresh LB medium without antibiotics to give an
optical density at 600 nm (O.D.600nm) of 0.05. These cultures were grown at 37°C
and their O.D.600nm was determined at various times to assess cell growth. These
growth experiments were carried out in duplicate and averages of the population
doubling times (DT) were determined. Individual values varied from averages by
<10%.
Spores of all strains were prepared at 37°C on solid 2x SG medium without
antibiotics, and spores were cleaned and stored as described [86, 87]. All spores
used in this work were free (>98%) of vegetative or sporulating cells, germinated
spores or cell debris as determined by phase contrast microscopy.

ii.

Spore Germination

Spores at an O.D.600nm of >10 in water to be used in nutrient germination were
activated by heating at 70°C for 30 min, and then cooled on ice for c. 15 min.
Spores were germinated at 37°C at an O.D.600nm of 1 in either: (i) 10 mmol l-1 Lalanine - 10 mmol l-1 Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.6) [51] or (ii) 2.5 mmol l-1 L-asparagine
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- 5 g l-1 D-glucose - 5 g l-1 - D-fructose - 50 mmol l-1 KCl in 10 mmol l-1 Tris-HCl
buffer (pH 8.6) (AGFK) [36]. Spore germination was assessed by measuring the
O.D.600nm, and at the end of these experiments phase-contrast microscopy was
used to assess the extent of spore germination. The rate of spore germination
was determined by calculating the maximum fall in O.D.600nm as described [88].
The fall in the 0.D.600nm during germination is due to the loss of DPA early in
germination (Stage I) followed by cortex hydrolysis and core swelling and
rehydration later in germination (Stage II) [19, 47].
For germination with dodecylamine spores without prior heat activation
were incubated at an O.D.600nm of 1.5 at 37°C in 1 mmol l-1 dodecylamine and 17
mmol l-1 KPO4 buffer (pH 7.4) [61]. At various times 1 ml aliquots were removed,
centrifuged for 2 min in a microcentrifuge and DPA release was measured by
determining the O.D.270nm of the supernatant fluid. To determine the total DPA
content of spores of each strain, samples of spores in water were boiled for 30
min, centrifuged for 2 min and the O.D.270nm of the supernatant fluid was
determined. The rate of spore germination was determined by calculating the
maximum rate of increase in O.D.270nm. Based on previous work, DPA contributes
>95% of the O.D.270nm released during spore germination and ~85% of that
released upon boiling dormant spores [51, 88, 89].
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iii. Spore Sensitivity to Wet Heat and Oxidizing Agents
Spores of various strains were incubated at an O.D.600nm of 1 in: (i) water at 93oC
[69]; (ii) 5% hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) in 50 mmol l-1 KPO4 buffer (pH 7.5) at
24°C [69, 73]; (iii) 2.5 g l-1 sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) at 24°C [69, 74]; (iv) 0.73
mol l-1 t-butylhydroperoxide (t-BHP) and 50 mmol l-1 KPO4 buffer (pH 7.0) at 47°C
[69, 90]; or (v) 250 g l-1 potassium peroxymonosulfate (OxoneTM) at 24°C [69, 76].
Aliquots of 100 µl of incubation (i) were diluted with 900 µl of 24°C water.
Samples were incubated for at least 10 min before being briefly treated in a bath
sonicator to disperse any spore clumps that may have formed during heating,
and then further diluted in water. Aliquots of 10 µl from incubations (ii – v) taken
at various times were diluted with 990 µl of either: (a) 50 mmol l-1 KPO4 buffer
(pH 7.4) with 100 units of bovine liver catalase [incubation (ii)] or (b) 10 g l-1
sodium thiosulphate [incubations (iii-v)]. These 1/100 dilutions were incubated at
least 10 min at 24°C, except for incubation (v), which was only incubated for 10 s
prior to further dilution. Subsequent dilutions were in phosphate-buffered saline
[PBS; 10 mmol l-1 Na2HPO4, 1.8 mmol l-1 KH2PO4, 0.14 mmol l-1 NaCl and 2.7
mmol l-1 KCl (pH 7.0)]. 10 µl aliquots of the dilutions were then spotted on LB
medium plates with appropriate antibiotics. For H2O2 killing, dilutions were also
spotted on LB medium plates with appropriate antibiotics plus sodium pyruvate (1
g l-1) to improve cell recovery [91]. The plates were then incubated at 30°C and
colonies were counted, and if necessary plates were transferred to 37°C until no
further colonies appeared. Survival curves were then plotted and the time to 90%
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killing was determined. Measurements of the rates of spore killing were done at
least twice on independent spore preparations and individual values varied from
average values shown by <35%.

iv. Spore Core Wet Density
Spores of the various strains were decoated as described [92]. Briefly, spores
were incubated at 65-70°C for 30-45 min in 0.1 mol l-1 NaOH - 0.1 mol l-1 NaCl 0.5% sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) - 0.1 mol l-1 dithiothreitol (DTT) and washed at
least ten times with water. Decoated CU1065 spores were stained with the dye
Procion MX-5B (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) for use as an internal control
in core wet density determinations to correct for variations in gradient
preparation. 1 mL of spores at an O.D.600nm of 10 were pelleted, suspended in 1
mL of 0.3 mol l-1 dye in water and the mix was incubated overnight at 24°C. The
spores were washed 5 times with cold water, suspended in 50 mmol l-1 L-lysine,
incubated for 1 hr at 24°C, washed at least three times with cold water and stored
at 4°C. For equilibrium density gradient centrifugation experiments, test spores at
O.D.600nm of 20 or test spores and control spores at an O.D.600nm of 15 and 5,
respectively, were incubated in 30% Nycodenz (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO,
USA) for at least 1 h, and then 200 µL of either mixture was layered on top of a 2
mL density gradient of 50-70% Nycodenz in steps of 1% in a 2 ml ultracentrifuge
tube. This tube was then centrifuged in a Beckman TL-100 ultracentrifuge using
a TLS-55 rotor for 45 min at 20°C at 13,000 g. The percent concentration of
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Nycodenz at which the spores banded was then determined and converted to
density [93]. The core wet density thus determined was used to calculate the
spore core water content using the equation y = -0.00254x + 1.460, where y is
the spore core wet density and x is the core water content in grams per 100 g of
wet protoplast [94, 95].

v.

Lipid Extraction and Analysis

Cells were grown overnight in liquid LB medium (10 ml) or sporulated in liquid
2xSG medium (100 ml) with or without 0.5 µCi of [1-14C]-sodium acetate per ml
(55 mCi mmol-1 (Moravek Biochemicals, Brea, CA, USA)). Prior to extraction 4080 mg dry weight of spores were decoated as described above [92] with a
detergent at high pH, a procedure that removes the spore’s outer membrane [96]
and presumably any adventitiously adsorbed lipids, washed, lyophilized, and dry
ruptured (for a total of 7 min) with a dental amalgamator (Wig-L-Bug) using glass
beads (60-120 mg) as the abrasive. Lipids were extracted from whole stationary
phase cells and ruptured spores using a previously described modification of the
Bligh and Dyer method [78, 97, 98] and lipids were separated using twodimensional thin-layer chromatography (2D TLC) on silica gel plates. The first
dimension used chloroform-methanol-water (65:25:4, v/v/v) and the second
dimension chloroform-methanol-acetic acid
were

sprayed

with

AmplifyTM

(65:25:10, v/v/v) [99]. TLC plates

fluorographic

reagent

(GE

Healthcare,

Buckinghamshire, UK) and exposed to X-ray film at -80oC for 1-3 weeks. Spots of
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C-labelled lipids visualized by autoradiography were scraped from plates and

quantified using a liquid scintillation counter. Phospholipids were identified using
a molybdenum blue spray reagent and lipids with free amino groups were
detected with a ninhydrin spray (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA). Glycolipids
were visualized with orcinol-sulfuric acid spray reagent [100]. Purified PG, CL
and CE (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) were used as standards.

vi. Measurement of Methylamine Permeability of Spores
The rate of methylamine uptake by dormant spores was determined as described
[38, 68]. Spores (c. 12.5 mg of dry weight per ml) were incubated at 24°C in 200
mmol l-1 Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.8) with 0.1 µmol l-1 [14C]-methylamine (56 mCi
mmol-1) and [3H]-H2O (Moravek Biochemicals, Brea, CA, USA). At various times
0.7 mL aliquots were centrifuged, the supernatant and pellet were incubated
overnight in 5% trichloroacetic acid at 24°C and then assayed for radioactivity
using a liquid scintillation counter.
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D. Results
i.

Vegetative Growth of Strains Lacking Various Lipids

All the strains possessing mutations in lipid biosynthesis, even multiple
mutations, were able to grow at 37°C in LB medium, and at rates that were
comparable to that of the wild-type strain, (data not shown) as reported [84]. The
DT of the wild-type strain was 33 min and the average DT for the mutant strains
was 34 min with a range of 31-39 min. Some morphological differences between
growing cells of the mutant and wild-type strains were noted by microscopy (data
not shown) as previously described [84]. Most notably, while wild-type cells were
straight rods with single cells, pairs of cells or filaments, the ugtP mutants formed
curved cells and coiled filaments, with the quadruple mutant exhibiting the most
highly coiled filaments (data not shown).

ii.

Sporulation of Strains With and Without Various Lipids

All lipid biosynthesis mutant strains formed spores at 37°C on 2x SG plates with
no significant differences in the rate of sporulation or yield of spores (data not
shown). Spores prepared in liquid medium were similar to those grown on plates,
although there was about a two-fold decrease in the yield of spores from the
quadruple mutant strain in liquid medium (data not shown). The curved cell and
coiled filament phenotypes of the growing cells of the ugtP mutant strains were
not prominent during sporulation, as the morphology of sporulating cells of
mutant strains was very similar to that of wild-type cells (data not shown) as
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reported [84]. The spores of all strains were similar in size and shape as seen by
phase-contrast microscopy and had similar DPA content (data not shown).

iii. Analysis of Lipids of Stationary Phase Cells and Spores
The lipid contents of stationary phase cells and the inner membrane lipids of
spores labeled with [1-14C]-sodium acetate were assessed using 2D-TLC,
autoradiography and scintillation counting (Table 2.3; and data not shown). The
major lipids of wild-type stationary phase cells and spores were confirmed to be
PG, CL, PE and dGDG as reported [78, 79]. However spores contained more CL
and PG, and less PE and dGDG than stationary phase cells. The basic
phospholipid l-PG was not readily identifiable in stationary phase cells or spores
by either molybdenum blue or ninhydrin staining and if present is probably at low
levels, as there was no major labeled spot on the 2D-TLC where l-PG is reported
to migrate. Cells and spores of mutant strains generally exhibited changes in
their lipid composition that were consistent with the mutations in genes encoding
lipid biosynthetic enzymes (Figure 2.2, Table 2.3, data not shown). Also as
reported for growing cells, PS was not detected in wild-type cells or spores but
was detected in mutant spores lacking Psd as previously observed [99]. CL was
absent in growing cells lacking the major CL synthase, but the CL level was
normal to elevated in growing cells lacking the minor CL synthase. However,
spores lacking either the major or minor CL synthase had high levels of CL and
only in the double CL synthase mutant was there no CL in the spore’s inner
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membrane. Despite the high levels of CL, the inner spore membrane lipid
composition of the CL synthase single mutants was not identical to that in wildtype spores in that the ratio of PG/CL was increased from c. 0.7 to >1. This result
indicates that both CL synthases are necessary for the formation of a spore
membrane with wild-type levels of CL. This is consistent with previous data
indicating that both ywnE and ywjE (Table 2.1) are under the control of the
sporulation-specific transcription factor σE [101]. Analysis of lipid extracts of both
spores and stationary phase cells revealed spots that presumably represented
unidentified lipids, most of which migrated much faster than known lipids in both
dimensions on the 2D TLC. These spots were present in both wild-type and
mutant strains and were most abundant in wild-type, ugtP, yfiWX and ugtP ywnE
strains and least abundant in strains lacking the ywnE or ywjE genes.

iv. Germination of B. subtilis Spores With Altered Inner Membrane Lipid
Composition
A number of proteins that are essential for germination have been localized to the
inner membrane [19, 39, 40], and thus reside and function in a membrane that
appears to be relatively compressed and impermeable, and with immobile lipids.
Since the proper functioning of these germination proteins may depend upon
specific inner membrane lipids, we asked whether alterations in the inner
membrane’s lipid composition had effects on spore germination by both nutrient
and non-nutrient germinants. In general spores of most lipid biosynthetic mutants
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germinated with nutrient germinants at rates similar to those of wild-type spores
but with some exceptions (Figure 2.3; Table 2.4), as spores of four strains
germinated more slowly than wild-type spores with L-alanine. These four strains
lacked the ywnE gene responsible for some CL synthesis during sporulation, in
addition to at least one other mutation. However, not all strains lacking ywnE
produced spores with this phenotype. Spores of eight strains germinated more
slowly than wild-type spores with AGFK, including those spores that germinated
more slowly with L-alanine. Strains whose spores germinated slowly with AGFK
did not share a common mutation, but this phenotype seemed to be associated
with a mutation in ywnE or yfiWX and at least one other gene, and also included
the ywnE ywjE mutant that has only trace amounts of CL. While loss of multiple
inner membrane lipids had effects on spore germination, the absence of only one
lipid component generally did not alter germination with nutrient germinants,
except in the case of CL and AGFK. This is consistent with previous work that
suggested that spores with only trace amounts of CL are defective in germination
with AGFK [63]. However, unlike results in the previous work, our CL-deficient
spores did germinate reasonably well with L-alanine and only slightly slower with
AGFK suggesting that the germinant receptors recognizing AGFK still function in
the absence of CL, although not as efficiently as in wild-type spores.
When germination with the non-nutrient germinant dodecylamine was
examined, spores of three mutant strains germinated more slowly than wild-type
spores and spores of 11 strains germinated more rapidly (Figure 2.3; Table 2.4).
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Two of the strains whose spores germinated more slowly had mutations in the
yfiWX gene responsible for l-PG synthesis, and eight of the 11 strains whose
spores germinated more rapidly lacked UgtP, which is responsible for the
synthesis of dGDG. Spores of all but one strain with a mutation in ugtP, including
the single mutant, exhibited this phenotype. The ugtP spores that germinated
normally had an additional mutation in ywnE. Mutation of the ywjE gene, which is
responsible for a significant portion of CL synthesis in sporulation [63], also
resulted in spores that germinate more rapidly with dodecylamine, as all spores
of strains with this mutation, including the single mutant, germinated more rapidly
than wild-type spores. Spores of only one strain that did not have the ugtP or
ywjE mutation germinated faster with dodecylamine; this strain is a triple mutant
with mutations in yfiWX, pssA and ywnE. However, spores of strains lacking one
or two of these mutations germinated with dodecylamine at rates similar to or
slower than wild-type spores.

v.

Sensitivity of Spores Without Various Lipids to Wet Heat and Oxidizing
Agents

A number of studies have shown that oxidizing agents and perhaps wet heat [7176] cause damage to the spore’s inner membrane resulting in spore death.
Therefore we investigated whether alterations in the lipid composition of the inner
spore membrane affect spore resistance properties. Spores of all mutant strains
had increased susceptibility to wet heat compared to wild-type spores (Figure
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2.4; Table 2.5). Spores of single mutants in ugtP, ywnE or ywjE were killed four
to five-fold faster than wild-type spores at 93°C, while spores of single mutants in
pssA, yfiWX or psd were killed two to three-fold faster. Notably, spores of some
multiple mutant strains were killed c. 10-fold faster than wild-type spores. Thus
changes in the inner membrane’s lipid composition had significant effects on
spore susceptibility to wet heat. The increases in wet heat sensitivity in spores
lacking various inner membrane lipids could be due directly to differences in the
inner membrane of wild-type and mutant spores, or indirectly to differences in
spore formation in the various strains. Since previous studies have shown that
decreased spore resistance to wet heat correlates with an increase in core water
content [44, 73, 95], we determined the spore core water contents by equilibrium
density gradient centrifugation. These analyses showed that the majority of
mutant strains yielded spores with increased core water content (Table 2.5),
suggesting that most of the changes in wet heat resistance of the mutant spores
are due to effects on spore formation. However, spores of the strain with
mutations in pssA and yfiWX had no change in their core water content
compared to wild-type spores, and yet these mutant spores had increased
sensitivity to wet heat. This result indicates that there may be factors other than a
change in core water content that affect spore wet heat sensitivity, and spore
inner membrane lipid composition may be one, albeit only a minor one.
Spores of none of the mutant strains exhibited significantly altered
susceptibility to NaOCl compared to wild-type spores (Figure 2.4; Table 2.6).
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However, spores of strains containing a mutation in ywnE including the single
mutant were significantly more susceptible to H2O2 than wild-type spores (Figure
2.4; Table 2.6). The only strain that did not have the ywnE mutation whose
spores had increased susceptibility to H2O2 was a ywjE ugtP mutant. However,
no other ywjE or ugtP spores had increased susceptibility to H2O2 in the absence
of an additional mutation in ywnE. To investigate whether the effect observed for
H2O2 held true for other peroxides and hydroperoxides, similar experiments were
carried out using OxoneTM and t-BHP with spores of a few representative strains.
While no significant differences were observed with OxoneTM, spores with
mutations in ywnE had increased susceptibility to t-BHP. In addition, the yfiWX
single mutant spores were significantly less susceptible to t-BHP than wild-type
spores. However, this result was not obtained with double mutant spores
containing the yfiWX mutation.

vi. Methylamine Permeation into Spores of Various Strains
The inner membrane of dormant spores is relatively impermeable, although the
factors that cause this unusual property are not completely clear [37, 68, 69].
However, it is possible that the lipid components of the membrane play some role
in determining membrane permeability. Consequently, we investigated the rate of
methylamine permeation into some of our mutant spores. Maximum methylamine
uptake was achieved by c. two hours for all spores investigated, though the
maximum levels were marginally reduced in mutant spores (Figure 2.5). The rate
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of methylamine permeation was also somewhat decreased for the mutant spores
relative to wild-type spores, suggesting that the inner membrane of these mutant
spores is at least as impermeable, if not more so than the inner membrane of
wild-type spores. This observation is in contrast to what is observed in
germination where the rate of methylamine permeability increases dramatically
[38, 68] without new lipid synthesis, and this fact, in conjunction with our data,
suggests that the lipid content of the inner membrane is not a major determinant
of the permeability characteristics of the spore’s inner membrane.
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E. Discussion
The inner membrane of spores is thought to play an important role in
spore physiology, especially in spore germination and spore resistance.
However, the roles of individual components of the inner membrane in these
processes are not clear. The findings in this investigation provide new information
regarding the lipid components of B. subtilis membranes and the role of this lipid
composition in cell growth, sporulation and spore properties. Surprisingly, and
confirming previous work [84], altering the lipid composition of B. subtilis cells has
little effect on the rate of cell growth. Even a quadruple mutant that lacks the
major glycolipids and phospholipids except PG, grows at essentially the same
rate as wild-type cells. In addition, we now show that all the major membrane
lipids except PG are also not essential for sporulation. However, the changes in
growing cell morphology and efficiency of sporulation, at least in liquid medium,
indicate that proper membrane function requires an array of lipids. Indeed,
reports that phospholipids play a role in the localization of proteins in bacterial
cells and that phospholipids are heterogeneously distributed throughout bacterial
cell membranes support a role for specific lipids in modifying cell properties and
behavior [64-66].
The spores with altered inner membrane lipid composition appeared
similar to wild-type spores in size and shape, and there was also no significant
difference in their DPA content or rate of permeability to methylamine. We can
thus infer that changing the lipid composition does not drastically alter the
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integrity of the inner membrane of dormant spores, further suggesting that the
major phospholipids except PG are not essential for the formation of an intact
and functional spore inner membrane.
There were, however, some subtle differences in the properties of spores
with altered inner membrane composition. One such difference was that spores
of the majority of the mutant strains had increased core water content, with the
largest increases in core water in spores lacking the ugtP and ywjE genes
essential for synthesis of dGDG and some CL, respectively. Thus some of the
processes that occur during spore formation may be adversely affected by
altered membrane lipid composition, in particular the ability of cells to attain or
maintain normal forespore dehydration levels during spore development.
Unfortunately, the specific mechanism whereby forespore dehydration is
achieved during spore formation is not known, so we have no way of knowing
how membrane lipid composition could influence this process. However, these
results do suggest that the decreased wet heat resistance of spores with altered
inner membrane lipid composition is largely due to increases in core water
content, and is thus most likely an indirect effect of altering the lipid composition
of the spore’s inner membrane.
Altering the spore’s inner membrane lipid composition also had relatively
small effects on spore germination with nutrients (see below). However, there
were larger effects on spore germination with the cationic surfactant
dodecylamine, which is thought to interact directly with the inner membrane to
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cause DPA release [61, 69]. Previous work in B. subtilis and other organisms has
suggested that cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) interact with cell
membranes in a charge specific manner, such that bacteria can resist these
peptides by accumulating positively charged lipids such as l-PG or by modifying
teichoic acids with positively charged residues [102, 103]. It is thus plausible that
dodecylamine is acting on the spore inner membrane in a similar charge specific
manner, although spores have no teichoic acids [104]. In this work we observed
increased rates of germination with dodecylamine in spores with mutations in
ugtP and ywjE. UgtP is necessary for the synthesis of neutral dGDG, which acts
as a membrane anchor for lipoteichoic acids, while ywjE is needed for the
synthesis of the anionic CL during sporulation. Together these observations
suggest that these latter two lipids may normally inhibit dodecylamine interaction
with the spore’s inner membrane. In contrast, spores lacking the cationic l-PG
and neutral PE germinated more slowly than wild-type spores, suggesting that
these lipids may promote dodecylamine interaction with the inner membrane in
wild-type spores. These data taken together thus imply that the interaction of
dodecylamine with the inner membrane in spore germination may not depend
only on charge-charge interactions between dodecylamine and lipid components
of the membrane.
Spore germination via nutrient germinants is a complex process that has
not been fully characterized. The germinants bind to their specific receptors in the
inner membrane, and then transduce this signal by some unknown mechanism,
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likely involving proteins that may or may not reside in the inner membrane such
as GerD. This signal transduction then leads to the opening of presumed DPA
channels within the membrane, and DPA release in turn triggers cortex
hydrolysis and full core rehydration [19]. Any effect on nutrient germination
observed in these experiments could affect any of these steps in the germination
process since our assay for germination measures both early and late
germination events. Germination with L-alanine requires the GerA germinant
receptor, while AGFK germination requires the GerB and GerK receptors [19].
These receptors along with other proteins important for germination such as the
SpoVA proteins reside in the inner membrane and thus the lipid environment of
the membrane could modulate their function. In our work spores that lacked CL
(ywnE ywjE) or l-PG (yfiWX) were associated with decreased germination via the
AGFK pathway. This suggests that the resulting membrane alterations affected
components of the spore germination pathway that are unique to AGFK, possibly
involving GerB- and/or GerK-specific signal transduction. Spores that lacked PE
(psd or pssA) and had lower CL levels (ywnE) exhibited decreased germination
via both the AGFK and L-alanine pathways. This indicates that the changes to
the membrane in these spores affected components common to both spore
germination pathways. The marked decrease in the rate of germination of spores
lacking multiple major lipids suggests that optimal nutrient germination requires
an appropriate membrane lipid environment.
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Oxidizing agents are commonly used to kill bacterial spores. However, the
specific target of lethal damage to spores by such agents remains unclear.
Previous work suggests that NaOCl and OxoneTM cause damage to the inner
membrane of spores [74-76], but the specific target of NaOCl and OxoneTM in the
membrane is unlikely to be CL, PE, dGDG or l-PG, since spores lacking these
lipids exhibited the same resistance to these agents as did wild-type spores.
H2O2, however, is thought to act in the core and thus would need to traverse the
inner membrane in order to cause spore killing [73]. The fact that the mutant
spores exhibited no permeability defect suggests that the spores that are more
susceptible to H2O2 are not simply allowing more of this agent to enter their core.
Notably, the reduction of CL in the inner membrane due to the loss of the major
CL synthase resulted in decreased resistance to H2O2. This could be because CL
plays some direct or indirect role in reducing the ability of H2O2 to cause oxidative
damage to the core. It is unclear why this same result was not always obtained
with mutant spores that lack the minor CL synthase. However, this could be due
to differences in the amount or localization of CL produced by the two enzymes.
The fact that there is no significant additional decrease in resistance in ywnE
ywjE spores or those of other double mutants suggests that CL due to the major
CL synthase is the important phospholipid player in the response to H2O2.
Recent work has also identified polycyclic isoprenoids called sporulenes within
spores, which also appear to be important for resistance to oxidizing agents
since spores lacking these molecules are killed much more rapidly than wild-type
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spores when exposed to H2O2 [105]. However, these isoprenoids have not yet
been localized within the spore, and may well not be in the inner membrane. The
mechanisms by which sporulenes and CL contribute to resistance to H2O2 are
not known and require further study.
This study has given us some insight into the role of the lipid components
of the inner membrane in spore properties; further studies on other membrane
components especially proteins could provide even more useful information, as
there is evidence suggesting that proteins are heterogeneously distributed within
the spore’s inner membrane [106]. Other data suggest that phospholipids in the
spore’s inner membrane may also be heterogeneously distributed (P. Setlow,
unpublished data). Further studies on the organization and interaction of the
protein and lipid components of the inner membrane could provide us with a
better understanding of the mechanism of important spore properties such as
spore germination.
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Table 2.1. Enzymes of lipid synthesis in B. subtilis
Gene

Enzyme
UDP-glucose diacylglycerol
ugtP
glucosyl transferase
Phosphatidylserine
pssA
synthase
Lysylphosphatidylglycerol
yfiWX
synthetase
ywnE Major cardiolipin synthase
Phosphatidylserine
psd
decarboxylase
ywjE Minor cardiolipin synthase

Involved in synthesis of
Diglucosyl-1,2diacylglycerol (dGDG)

Reference

Phosphatidylserine (PS)

[108]

Lysylphosphatidylglycerol
(l-PG)
Cardiolipin (CL)
Phosphatidylethanolamine
(PE)
Cardiolipin (CL)

[107]

[109]
[110]
[99]
[110]
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Table 2.2. B. subtilis strains used
Strain*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Genotype
CU1065 - W168 attSPβ trpC2
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm
CU1065 ΔpssA::spc
CU1065 ΔyfiWX::kan
CU1065 ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 Δpsd::erm
CU1065 ΔywjE::kan
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔpssA::spc
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔyfiWX::kan
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔywjE::kan
CU1065 ΔpssA::spc ΔyfiWX::kan
CU1065 ΔpssA::spc ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔpssA::spc ΔywjE::kan
CU1065 ΔyfiWX::kan ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔyfiWX::kan Δpsd:erm
CU1065 ΔywnE::cat ΔywjE::kan
CU1065 ΔywnE::cat Δpsd::erm
CU1065 ΔyfiWX::kan ΔpssA::spc ΔugtP::erm
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔpssA::spc ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔyfiWX::kan ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔyfiWX::kan ΔpssA::spc ΔywnE::cat
CU1065 ΔugtP::erm ΔpssA::spc ΔywnE::cat ΔyfiWX::kan

Phenotype†
wild-type
MLSr
Spr
Kmr
Cmr
MLSr
Kmr
MLSr Spr
MLSr Kmr
MLSr Cmr
MLSr Kmr
Spr Kmr
Spr Cmr
Spr Kmr
Kmr Cmr
Kmr MLSr
Cmr Kmr
Cmr MLSr
Kmr Spr MLSr
MLSr Spr Cmr
MLSr Kmr Cmr
Kmr Spr Cmr
MLSr Spr Cmr Kmr

*All strains are isogenic with strain CU1065 and were obtained from J. Helmann, Cornell
University, Ithaca, NY, USA
†
The abbreviations used are: MLSr, resistance to 1 mg l-1 erythromycin and 25 mg l-1
lincomycin; Spr, resistance to 100 mg l-1 spectinomycin; Kmr, resistance to 10 mg l-1
kanamycin; and Cmr, resistance to 5 mg l-1 chloramphenicol.
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Table 2.3. Lipid composition of the spore’s inner membrane
Lipid (% of total)†
Strain*

Genotype
CU1065 (wild-type cells)

PG
23

CL
46

PE
14

l-PG
nd

GDG
17

PS
-

1

CU1065 (wild-type spores)

35

50

12

nd

3

-

2

ΔugtP

39

52

8

nd

-

-

3

ΔpssA

40

55

2

nd

3

-

4

ΔyfiWX

22

51

17

nd

10

-

5

ΔywnE

53

28

16

nd

3

-

6

Δpsd

22

67

-

nd

4

7

7

ΔywjE

47

30

16

nd

7

-

8

ΔugtP ΔpssA

32

64

3

nd

2

-

9

ΔugtP ΔyfiWX

30

55

13

nd

2

-

10

ΔugtP ΔywnE

49

39

9

nd

3

-

11

ΔugtP ΔywjE

50

40

9

nd

-

-

12

ΔpssA ΔyfiWX

46

50

-

nd

4

-

13

ΔpssA ΔywnE

54

40

-

nd

6

-

14

ΔpssA ΔywjE

43

50

-

nd

7

-

15

ΔyfiWX ΔywnE

51

30

12

nd

7

-

16

ΔyfiWX Δpsd

30

49

-

nd

13

9

17

ΔywnE ΔywjE

77

1

19

nd

3

-

18

ΔywnE Δpsd

49

36

5

nd

4

7

19

ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔugtP

45

55

-

nd

1

-

20

ΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE

46

44

4

nd

6

-

21

ΔugtP ΔyfiWX ΔywnE

49

36

15

nd

-

-

1

‡

22

ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔywnE
54
43
1
nd
3
ΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE
23
64
36
nd
ΔyfiWX
*[14C]-Spores of various strains were prepared, and inner membrane lipids extracted and
quantitated as described in Section 2C. The error in values shown is ± 3%.
†
nd denotes values that could not be determined, and - denotes lipids that were not
detected.
‡
Lipids were extracted from [14C]-stationary phase cells and quantitated as described in
Section 2C.
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Table 2.4. Germination of spores of lipid synthesis mutants

Strain*
1
2
3

Genotype
CU1065 (wild-type)

Change in
lipids relative
to wild-type†
None

ΔugtP

dGDG

ΔpssA

-

PE

4

ΔyfiWX

l-PG

5

ΔywnE

↓CL

-

-

+

6

Δpsd

PS PE

7

ΔywjE

↓CL

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

ΔugtP ΔpssA
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX
ΔugtP ΔywnE
ΔugtP ΔywjE
ΔpssA ΔyfiWX
ΔpssA ΔywnE
ΔpssA ΔywjE
ΔyfiWX ΔywnE
ΔyfiWX Δpsd
ΔywnE ΔywjE

-

-

dGDG PE

-

-

dGDG l-PG

-

-

dGDG ↓CL
-

dGDG ↓CL
-

PE l-PG

-

-

PE ↓CL
-

PE ↓CL
-

l-PG ↓CL
-

+

l-PG PS PE
CL

+

-

-

Spore germination rate relative to
that of wild-type spores (%)
L-alanine

AGFK

Dodecylamine

100

100

100

100

127

184

89

118

119

90

72

54

82

82

85

67

79

61

89

83

170

81

93

239

89

53

157

87

145

84

96

116

247

84

107

47

41

48

99

98

91

232

62

37

121

69

46

65

79

49

178

PS PE ↓CL
51
38
83
dGDG PE l19
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔugtP
PG79
66
139
dGDG- PE20
ΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE
↓CL
67
104
211
dGDG- l-PG21
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX ΔywnE
↓CL
51
48
160
PE l-PG
22
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔywnE
↓CL
90
109
236
ΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE
dGDG- PE- l23
ΔyfiWX
PG- ↓CL
47
45
227
*Spores were prepared and germination was carried out as described in Section 2C. All
germination experiments were done at least twice on independent spore preparations
and individual values varied from average values by less than 35%. Values with a pvalue ≤0.05 as determined by the student’s t-test are emboldened.
†
↓CL indicates a decrease in CL relative to PG
ΔywnE Δpsd
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Table 2.5. Wet heat resistance and core wet density of spores of lipid
synthesis mutants

Strain*

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Genotype

Change in lipids
relative to wildtype†

Time to 90%
killing by wet
heat (93oC)
relative to wildtype spores (%)‡

Δ core H2O
content
relative to
wild-type
spores
(g/100g wet
protoplast)§
0.0
4.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
3.1
5.2
4.2
2.1
6.3
0.0
1.0
5.2
3.1
2.1
4.2
2.1
5.2
5.2
4.2
4.2

CU1065 (wild-type)
None
100
dGDGΔugtP
18
ΔpssA
PE58
ΔyfiWX
l-PG
46
ΔywnE
↓CL
21
+
Δpsd
PS PE
44
ΔywjE
↓CL
17
ΔugtP ΔpssA
dGDG- PE16
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX
dGDG- l-PG22
ΔugtP ΔywnE
dGDG- ↓CL
19
ΔugtP ΔywjE
dGDG ↓CL
14
PE- l-PGΔpssA ΔyfiWX
49
ΔpssA ΔywnE
PE ↓CL
42
ΔpssA ΔywjE
PE- ↓CL
14
ΔyfiWX ΔywnE
l-PG- ↓CL
37
+
ΔyfiWX Δpsd
l-PG PS PE
24
ΔywnE ΔywjE
CL12
+
ΔywnE Δpsd
PS PE ↓CL
18
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔugtP dGDG- PE- l-PG14
ΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE
dGDG- PE- ↓CL
15
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX ΔywnE dGDG- l-PG- ↓CL
13
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA ΔywnE PE l-PG ↓CL
8
dGDG- PE- l-PGΔugtP ΔpssA ΔywnE
23
5.2
ΔyfiWX
↓CL
11
*Spores were prepared and their wet heat resistance and core wet density were
determined as described in Section 2C. Measurements of wet heat killing were done at
least twice on independent spore preparations and individual values varied from average
values by less than 35%. Values with a p-value of ≤0.05 as determined by the student’s
t-test are in bold.
†
↓CL indicates a decrease in CL relative to PG
‡
Wild-type spores were 90% killed in 53 min.
§
Wild-type spores had a core water content of 47.8 g/100g of wet protoplast
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Table 2.6. Sensitivity to oxidizing agents of spores of lipid synthesis
mutants

Strain*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Genotype

Change in lipids
relative to wildtype†
None
dGDGPEl-PG↓CL
PS+PE↓CL
dGDG- PEdGDG- l-PGdGDG- ↓CL
dGDG- ↓CL
PE- l-PGPE- ↓CL
PE- ↓CL
l-PG- ↓CL
l-PG- PS+PECLPS+ PE- ↓CL

Time to 90% killing relative to wildtype spores (%)‡
H2O2 t-BHP NaOCl OxoneTM
100
100
100
100
82
87
97
90
102
nd
103
nd
106
124
106
137
43
75
88
58
123
nd
97
nd
112
nd
84
nd
77
nd
72
nd
81
nd
74
nd
48
nd
88
nd
63
nd
72
nd
116
nd
107
nd
56
nd
86
nd
97
88
83
78
62
nd
86
nd
94
116
97
nd
52
nd
96
nd
45
nd
83
nd

CU1065 (wild-type)
ΔugtP
ΔpssA
ΔyfiWX
ΔywnE
Δpsd
ΔywjE
ΔugtP ΔpssA
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX
ΔugtP ΔywnE
ΔugtP ΔywjE
ΔpssA ΔyfiWX
ΔpssA ΔywnE
ΔpssA ΔywjE
ΔyfiWX ΔywnE
ΔyfiWX Δpsd
ΔywnE ΔywjE
ΔywnE Δpsd
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA
19
dGDG- PE- l-PG92
nd
100
nd
ΔugtP
ΔugtP ΔpssA
20
dGDG- PE- ↓CL
56
nd
96
nd
ΔywnE
ΔugtP ΔyfiWX
21
dGDG- l-PG- ↓CL
58
nd
110
nd
ΔywnE
ΔyfiWX ΔpssA
22
37
nd
62
nd
PE- l-PG- ↓CL
ΔywnE
ΔugtP ΔpssA
dGDG- PE- l-PG23
60
65
104
96
↓CL
ΔywnE ΔyfiWX
*Spores were prepared and their killing by oxidizing agents was determined as described
in Section 2C. Measurements of spore killing were done at least twice on independent
spore preparations and individual values varied from average values by less than 35%.
Values with a p-value ≤0.05 as determined by the student’s t-test are in bold.
†
↓CL indicates a decrease in CL relative to PG.
‡
nd denotes values that were not determined.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of the phospholipid synthesis pathway in B. subtilis
[110]. The genes (in italics) and enzymes (in parentheses) deleted and the
phospholipids altered in these experiments are shown in bold. Note that when
psd is deleted phosphatidylethanolamine is lost and levels of phosphatidylserine,
its precursor, are increased.
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Figure 2.2. Autoradiograms of inner membrane lipids from spores of
various strains. Lipid extracts from spores of various strains labeled with [114

C]-sodium acetate were separated by 2D TLC and analyzed as described in

Section 2C. The strains used were: a) wild-type, b) ywnE ywjE, and c) ugtP pssA
ywnE yfiWX.
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Figure 2.3. Germination of spores of various strains with different
germinants. Spores were germinated with (a) L-alanine, (b) AGFK or (c)
dodecylamine and germination was measured as described in Section 2C. The
symbols for the strains used are: (a) £, wild-type; , ugtP mutant; and , pssA
ywnE mutant; (b) £, wild-type; , ugtP ywnE mutant; and , ugtP yfiWX ywnE
mutant; and (c) £, wild-type; , ugtP pssA mutant; and , psd mutant. There
was essentially no germination when wild-type spores were incubated without
any germinant with the buffers used for germination.
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Figure 2.4. Sensitivity of spores of various strains to heat and oxidizing
agents. The survival of spores of various strains treated with (a) wet heat (93oC),
(b) sodium hypochlorite and (c) H2O2 was measured as described in Section 2C.
The symbols for the strains used are: (a) £, wild-type; , ugtP pssA ywnE yfiWX
mutant; and , pssA mutant; (b) £, wild-type; , yfiWX pssA ywnE mutant; and
, yfiWX mutant; (c) £, wild-type; , yfiWX pssA ywnE mutant; and , psd
mutant; and (c). There was essentially no killing when wild-type spores were
incubated without oxidizing agent or wet heat.
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Figure 2.5. Methylamine uptake by spores of various strains. Spores were
incubated with

14

C-methylamine and [3H]-H2O and the percentage of total

methylamine added that was taken up by spores was measured as described in
Section 2C. The symbols for the strains used are: £, wild-type; , pssA mutant;
, ugtP mutant; ¯, ywnE ywjE mutant; and , ugtP pssA ywnE yfiWX mutant.
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CHAPTER 3

GERMINATION PROTEINS IN THE INNER MEMBRANE OF DORMANT
BACILLUS SUBTILIS SPORES COLOCALIZE IN A DISCRETE CLUSTER
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A. Abstract
Dormant bacterial spores are extraordinarily resistant to environmental
insults and are the vectors of various illnesses. However, spores cannot cause
disease unless they germinate and become vegetative cells. The molecular
details of initiation of germination are not understood, but proteins essential in the
early stages of germination, such as the nutrient germinant receptors (GRs) and
GerD, are located in the spore inner membrane. In this study, we examine how
these germination proteins are organized in dormant Bacillus subtilis spores by
expressing fluorescent protein fusions that were at least partially functional and
observing the spores by fluorescence microscopy. We show that the GRs and
GerD colocalize primarily to a single cluster in dormant spores, reminiscent of the
organization of chemoreceptor signaling complexes in Escherichia coli. GRs
require all their subunits as well as GerD for clustering, and also require
diacylglycerol addition to GerD and GRs’ C protein subunits. However, the
different GRs cluster independently of each other, and GerD forms clusters in the
absence of all the GRs. We predict that the clusters represent a functional
germination unit or “germinosome” in the spore inner membrane that is
necessary for rapid and cooperative response to nutrients, since conditions
known to block nutrient germination also disrupt the protein clusters.
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B. Introduction
Spores of Bacillus and Clostridium species are metabolically dormant and
resistant to environmental stresses, allowing them to survive for years [3, 4].
However, when favorable conditions arise, as signaled by the presence of
specific nutrients, spores lose their dormancy and resistance properties in the
process of germination. In order to trigger germination, nutrients must traverse
the coat, outer membrane, cortex and germ cell wall layers of the dormant spore
to access nutrient germinant receptors (GRs) located in the spore’s inner
membrane [19, 39, 40]. Upon nutrient binding to specific GRs, monovalent
cations and pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid [dipicolinic acid (DPA)] are rapidly
released from the spore core, leading to some water uptake into the core and
some loss of spore resistance. DPA release then triggers degradation of the
spore’s peptidoglycan cortex by cortex-lytic enzymes, resulting in core
expansion, additional water uptake and further loss of spore resistance.
Ultimately the germinated spore escapes the spore coat and outgrows as its
metabolism begins and it becomes a growing cell [19].
In Bacillus subtilis, proteins important for germination include three GRs
(GerA, GerB and GerK), and the GerD and SpoVA proteins (Figure 3.1). Each
GR is encoded by a homologous tricistronic operon, whose products are two
polytopic integral transmembrane proteins (proteins A and B) and a lipoprotein
(protein C). The GerA GR is required for germination with L-alanine while the
GerB and GerK GRs are both necessary for germination with a combination of L-
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asparagine, D-glucose, D-fructose and potassium (AGFK) [17, 19]. GerD is a
lipoprotein encoded by a monocistronic gene, and though its function is unknown
its deletion greatly decreases rates of GR-dependent germination [51]. However,
spores that lack GerD germinate normally with non-nutrient germinants that
bypass the GRs, suggesting that GerD is necessary for rapid transduction of
some signal from the nutrient-GR complex [51]. The spoVA operon likely
encodes 6 polytopic integral transmembrane proteins SpoVAA-F, and SpoVA
proteins may be involved in DPA release during spore germination [111].
GRs, and the GerD and SpoVA proteins all play important roles in the
early stages of spore germination and are likely all located in the spore’s inner
membrane [39-42]. The GerB and GerK GRs act cooperatively in their response
to nutrient germinants, as do the GerA and GerB GRs, and the GerA and GerK
GRs [89, 112]. GerD interaction with GRs is also likely, given that GerD seems to
facilitate communication between the GRs and the SpoVA proteins. Such
cooperative behavior of proteins could certainly be mediated by direct or indirect
protein-protein interactions. While such interactions have not been demonstrated,
far Western blot and yeast two-hybrid experiments have confirmed interactions
among the GerA subunits, and between SpoVA and GerA proteins [113]. Also of
note is that the components of the spore’s inner membrane and core are
relatively immobile, and their mobility is not restored until late in spore
germination [38, 45]. Thus to facilitate their interaction in the dormant spore,
germination proteins might be pre-assembled into clusters or foci in the spore’s
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inner membrane, much like chemotaxis proteins in a variety of bacteria [67].
Such an organization would be beneficial in spores, given the need for: i) rapid
and cooperative responses to nutrient stimuli; ii) the low abundance of GRs
(likely averaging < 50 molecules/spore) compared to those of the GerD and
SpoVA proteins (1000s of molecules/spore) [41, 42, 60]; iii) multiple interactions
among germination proteins; and iv) the limited mobility of the spore’s inner
membrane constituents. In this work we have used fluorescence microscopy to
localize functional fusions of fluorescent proteins to germination proteins in
dormant B. subtilis spores, and show that GRs and GerD localize predominantly
in single foci. We also show that the GR and GerD foci colocalize, suggesting
that all these germination proteins are located at a specific site in the spore’s
inner membrane.
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C. Materials and Methods
i.

Strain and Plasmid Construction
All bacterial strains used in this work are listed in Table 3.1. The B. subtilis

strains were isogenic derivatives of strain PS832, a prototrophic derivative of
strain 168. To make strains, plasmids generated as described below were
integrated into the B. subtilis chromosome. B. subtilis genes were PCR amplified
from the chromosomal DNA of strain PS832 unless otherwise specified. All
plasmid cloning was done in Escherichia coli. Appropriate chromosomal
integration was confirmed by PCR in all cases and where plasmids integrated
into the amyE locus, integration was also confirmed by loss of amylase activity.
GerKB-GFP. The gerKB gene excluding the stop codon was PCR
amplified with primers harboring 5' SpeI and 3' XhoI restriction sites, cloned into
plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo® (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), and sequenced. The
SpeI-XhoI gerKB fragment was then excised and ligated to similarly cut plasmid
pKE69 [54] upstream of the gfp gene. PS4150 cells were transformed with the
resulting plasmid, pKGE04, by a single crossover event with selection for
erythromycin resistance (Emr) to make strain KGB04 which contains gerKB-gfp
with a linker sequence encoding amino acids LESKG at the gerKB chromosomal
locus.
Strain KGB08 in which the gerKB-gfp fusion replaces wild-type gerKB was
made as follows. The 499 bp region downstream of the gerKB stop codon was
PCR amplified, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced, excised using
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XbaI-SacII sites introduced by primers and ligated to similarly cut plasmid
pFE140 [114] to make plasmid pKGE22. The KpnI-ClaI fragment from plasmid
pKGE04 was then ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE22 to make plasmid
pKGE24. This plasmid was used to transform strain PS4150 to Emr via a double
crossover event that replaced the wild-type gerKB.
GerKB-mCherry. The kan cassette from plasmid pVK73 [115] was
excised using PstI and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pBluescript® KS (-)
(Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA); the resulting plasmid in which the 3' end of the
kan cassette was closest to the XhoI site is pKGE29. The cat cassette from
plasmid pDG364 [116] was excised using EcoRI-EcoRV and ligated to similarly
cut plasmid pBluescript KS (-) to make plasmid pKGE57. PCR mutagenesis was
used

to

engineer

the

sequence

encoding

the

amino

acid

linker

LESKGEEGKKVDGSG upstream of the start codon of gfp in the plasmid
pKGE04. This longer amino acid linker was used to increase the likelihood that
both the germination protein and the fluorescent protein would be functional. The
resulting PCR product was cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced and
XhoI-HindIII and XhoI-ClaI fragments were excised and ligated to similarly cut
plasmids pKGE29 and pKE69, respectively. The resulting plasmids pKGE76 and
pKGE77 contain gfp and an kan cassette and an ermC cassette, respectively.
The mCherry gene was excised as a XhoI-SphI fragment from plasmid pAF328
[117] and ligated to plasmid pKGE76 cut with SalI-SphI to give plasmid pKGE81
which contains mCherry and a kan cassette. The XhoI-HindIII fragment derived
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from plasmid pKGE81 was ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE57 to make
plasmid pKGE83 that contains mCherry and a cat cassette. The gerKB
containing KpnI-XhoI fragment derived from plasmid pKGE04 was ligated to the
KpnI-XhoI backbone of plasmid pKGE83 to make plasmid pKGE126, which
contains gerKB-mCherry and a cat cassette. The gerKB-mCherry was excised as
a KpnI-HindIII fragment from plasmid pKGE126 and ligated to similarly cut
plasmid pKGE76 to make plasmid pKGE158, which contains gerKB-mCherry and
a kan cassette. PS4150 competent cells were transformed with plasmid
pKGE126 or plasmid pKGE158 by a single crossover event, and transformants
were selected by resistance to chloramphenicol (Cmr) or kanamycin (Kmr) as
needed to make strains KGB72 and KGB100 respectively, which contain gerKBmCherry at its normal chromosomal locus.
To make strain KGB34 in which wild-type gerKB is replaced with gerKBmCherry, the mCherry gene was excised as a 764 bp XhoI-ClaI fragment from
plasmid pKGE83 and ligated to a similarly cut plasmid pKGE24 backbone giving
plasmid pKGE91. This plasmid was used to transform strain PS4150 to Emr via a
double crossover event that replaced the wild-type gerKB with gerKB-mCherry
giving strain KGB34. To make a strain that expresses gerKB-mCherry in the
absence of gerKA, strain KGB177 (see below) was also transformed to Kmr with
plasmid pKGE158 to make strain KGB199.
GerD-GFP. To make the strain that contained both wild-type gerD and
gerD-gfp at the normal chromosomal locus, the upstream and coding region of
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gerD was PCR amplified, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced and
then excised using SacII-XhoI and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pCVO119 [118]
to make plasmid pKGE26. The gerD gene was excised as a KpnI-XhoI fragment
from plasmid pKGE26 and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE76 to make
plasmid pKGE121. PS4150 cells were transformed by a single crossover event to
Kmr using plasmid pKGE121 giving strain KGB73. The gerD gene from plasmid
pKGE121 was excised as a KpnI-XhoI fragment and ligated to similarly cut
plasmid pKGE77 to make plasmid pKGE220. PS4150 was transformed to Emr
with plasmid pKGE220 to make strain KGB164.
To make strain KGB52 that only contained gerD-gfp, 542 bp of the region
downstream of the gerD stop codon was amplified, sequenced, excised using
XbaI-SacII and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE29 to make plasmid
pKGE48. The KpnI-XhoI fragment of plasmid pKGE26 was ligated to similarly cut
plasmid containing the plasmid pKGE48 backbone to make plasmid pKGE97.
The gfp fragment from plasmid pKGE76 was then excised as a XhoI-SphI
fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE97 to make plasmid pKGE116.
Strain PS4150 was transformed to Kmr with plasmid pKGE116 by a double
crossover event that replaced the wild-type gerD with gerD-gfp giving strain
KGB52.
To make a strain that contained gerD-gfp but lacked all three GRs, the
region of plasmid pJL74gerE2 containing the spc cassette flanked by the
upstream and downstream regions of gerE was excised as an EcoRI-NotI
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fragment, ends were made blunt and the fragment was ligated to plasmid
pKGE29 whose ends were made blunt after cutting with KpnI-SacII. The resulting
plasmid pKGE235 was cut with KpnI, ends were made blunt and then the
plasmid was recircularized to make plasmid pKGE236 in which the spc cassette
is mutated (mt spc) and thus rendered non-functional. Strain PS4149 was
transformed to spectinomycin sensitivity (Sps) and tetracycline resistance (Tcr) by
transformation with plasmid pKGE236 and chromosomal DNA from PS3328 to
make strain KGB180. Strain KGB180 was then transformed to spectinomycin
resistance (Spr) by transformation with chromosomal DNA from strain FB41 to
make strain KGB188. Strain KGB188 was then transformed to Kmr by
transformation with chromosomal DNA from strain PS3609 to make strain
KGB194. Tandem PCR was used to amplify the cotE::tet region of strain PS3328
such that 422 bp of the tet cassette was deleted and 5' KpnI and 3' SacI sites
were introduced. The KpnI-SacI fragment from the resulting PCR product was
ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE29 to make plasmid pKGE242 in which the
tet cassette is mutated (mt tet) and thus rendered non-functional. Strain KGB194
was transformed to Tcs Emr by transformation with plasmid pKGE242 and
chromosomal DNA from KGB164 to make strain KGB212. Strain KGB212 was
then transformed to Tcr with chromosomal DNA from PS3418 to make strain
KGB213.
GerAA-mCherry. To make strains containing gerAA-mCherry the
upstream and coding region of gerAA was PCR amplified with flanking 5' BamHI
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and 3' XhoI sites, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo® and sequenced giving
plasmid pKGE141. The upstream BamHI-XhoI fragment of gerAA was cloned
into BamHI-XhoI cut plasmid pBluescript KS (-) to give plasmid pKGE150. The
mCherry gene was excised from plasmid pKGE131 (see below) as a XhoI-KpnI
fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE150 to make plasmid
pKGE156. The downstream XhoI fragment of the gerAA in plasmid pKGE141
was excised and ligated into XhoI cut plasmid pKGE156 to make plasmid
pKGE164 in which the full-length gerAA and the gerA promoter were fused in
frame to mCherry. The gerAA-mCherry gene was excised as a XbaI-HindIII
fragment, ends were made blunt using DNA polymerase I Large fragment (New
England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), and the resulting fragment was ligated to
plasmid pDG364 cut with BamHI and the ends made blunt as described above,
giving plasmid pKGE165 in which the gerAA-mCherry is oriented in the same
direction as the cat cassette and pKGE166 in which gerAA-mCherry is oriented
in the opposite direction to the cat cassette. Strains PS4150 and KGB219 were
transformed to Cmr by a double crossover with plasmid pKGE166 to make strains
KGB114 and KGB221, respectively. Strain KGB136 was transformed to Cmr with
plasmid pKGE165 to make strain KGB138.
To make strains that contain only the fusion copy of the gerAA gene, a 2.3
kb region containing the entire coding sequence of gerAB and gerAC was PCR
amplified with 3' KpnI site, ligated to pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced, excised as a
XhoI-KpnI fragment and then ligated to similarly cut plasmid pFE140. The
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resulting plasmid pKGE194 was cut with SacII and XbaI, ends made blunt, and
then the linear fragment was recircularized to remove the intervening NotI site
giving plasmid pKGE203. Plasmid pKGE203 was cut with KpnI-HindIII to remove
the majority of the gerAC gene, then the ends were made blunt and the plasmid
was then recircularized to make plasmid pKGE218. The gerAA-mCherry coding
sequence and promoter were excised from plasmid pKGE164 as a NotI-BamHI
fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmids pKGE203 and pKGE218 to make
plasmids pKGE204 and pKGE229, respectively. Plasmid pKGE204 was cut with
NdeI-BamHI to remove the 746 bp fragment that contains a significant portion of
the gerAB gene, the plasmid was then recircularized to make plasmid pKG238.
Strain KGB138 (which lacks the wild-type gerA operon) was then transformed to
Emr by single crossovers with plasmids pKGE204, pKGE229 and pKGE238 to
give strains KGB174, KGB175 and KGB181, respectively. These strains have at
the amyE locus the gerAA-mCherry gerAB gerAC operon (KGB174), the gerAAmCherry gerAB operon (KGB175) and the gerAA-mCherry gerAC operon
(KGB181) downstream of the gerA promoter. The strains also contain a
duplication of the gerA promoter and gerAA-mCherry region at the amyE locus
due to the single crossover event used in strain construction.
GerBA-mCherry. The upstream and coding region of gerBA was PCR
amplified with flanking 5' EcoRI and 3' XhoI sites, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1Topo® and sequenced. The XhoI fragment that includes the gerBA gene was
excised and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE131 to make plasmid pKGE155,
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which contains gerBA-mCherry. The EcoRI fragment from plasmid pKGE155 was
excised and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pDG364 to make plasmid pKGE160
in which gerBA-mCherry is oriented in the opposite direction to the cat cassette.
Strain PS4150 was transformed to Cmr by double crossover with plasmid
pKGE160 to make strain KGB103.
GerBA-GFP. The gerBA fragment from plasmid pKGE155 was excised as
a XhoI fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE76 to make plasmid
pKGE221. The gerBA-gfp gene was then excised as an EcoRI fragment and
ligated to similarly cut plasmid pDG364 to make plasmid pKGE226. PS4150 was
transformed to Cmr by a double crossover with plasmid pKGE226 to make strain
KGB162.
To make a strain that contains only the fusion copy of the gerBA gene, a
2.3 kb region containing the entire coding sequence of gerBB and gerBC was
PCR amplified with a 3' KpnI site, ligated to pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced, excised
as a EcoRI-KpnI fragment and then ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE29 to
make plasmid pKGE231. The gerBA-gfp coding sequence and promoter were
excised from plasmid pKGE226 as an EcoRI fragment and ligated to similarly cut
plasmid pKGE231 to make plasmid pKGE233. Strain KGB189 (which lacks the
wild-type gerB operon) was then transformed to Kmr by a single crossover with
plasmid pKGE233 to give strain KGB202, which has at the amyE locus the
gerBA-gfp gerBB gerBC operon downstream of the gerB promoter. Strain
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KGB202 also contains a duplication of the gerB promoter and gerBA-gfp region
at the amyE locus due to the single crossover event used in strain construction.
GerKA-GFP. The region encoding the last 846 amino acids of gerKA
excluding the stop codon was PCR amplified, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1Topo®, sequenced, excised as a KpnI-XhoI fragment and ligated to the similarly
cut plasmid pKGE76 backbone to make plasmid pKGE95, which contains the Cterminal of the gerKA gene fused to gfp. This plasmid was used to transform
PS4150 to Kmr by single crossover making strain KGB74, which contains gerKAgfp at the normal chromosomal locus. To place gerKA-gfp at the amyE locus
instead, the gerKA-gfp gene including the upstream promoter region was then
PCR amplified from chromosomal DNA of strain KGB74, cloned into plasmid
pCR®2.1-Topo® and sequenced giving plasmid pKGE127. The gerKA-gfp
fragment was excised from plasmid pKGE127 as a HindIII fragment and ligated
to similarly cut plasmid pDG364 to make plasmid pKGE149 in which gerKA-gfp is
oriented in the opposite direction to the cat cassette. Strain PS4150 was
transformed to Cmr by double crossover with plasmid pKGE149 giving strain
KGB98.
In our attempt to make a strain that contains gerKC-mCherry, the region
encoding the last 367 amino acids of gerKC excluding the stop codon was PCR
amplified, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced, excised as a KpnIXhoI fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE83 to make plasmid
pKGE95. This plasmid was used to transform PS4150 to Cmr giving strain
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KGB77. The gerKC-mCherry gene was PCR amplified from chromosomal DNA
from strain KGB77 with primers that incorporated an NdeI site at the gerKC start
codon, cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo® and sequenced giving plasmid
pKGE131. The gerK promoter region from -497 bp to +1 bp relative to the
translation start site of gerKA was PCR amplified, cloned into pCR®2.1-Topo®,
sequenced, excised as a XbaI-NdeI fragment and ligated to similarly cut plasmid
pKGE131 to make plasmid pKGE133, in which the gerK promoter was adjacent
to the gerKC gene.
To make a strain that contains only the fusion copy of the gerKA gene, the
gerK promoter and the 860 bp 5' region of gerKC was excised as a XhoI-KpnI
fragment from plasmid pKGE133 (described above) and ligated to similarly cut
plasmid pFE140 to make plasmid pKGE224. The gerK promoter and the 510 bp
5' region of gerKA was excised from plasmid pKGE127 as a SacI-SacII fragment,
ends were made blunt and the fragment was ligated to plasmid pKGE224 whose
ends were made blunt after cutting with SacII. The resulting plasmid pKGE228
was used to transform PS4150 to Emr by a double crossover event to make
strain KGB177 in which the gerKA gene is replaced with an ermC cassette and a
copy of the gerK promoter is placed adjacent to gerKC. Strain KGB177 was then
transformed to Cmr by a double crossover with plasmid pKGE149 to make strain
KGB203, which had gerKA-gfp at the amyE locus.
SpoVAE-GFP. To make the strain that contained spoVAE-gfp at the
normal chromosomal locus, the coding region of spoVAE was PCR amplified,
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cloned into plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, sequenced and then excised using MfeIXhoI and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pCVO119 [118] to make plasmid
pKGE200. The spoVAE gene was excised as a KpnI-XhoI fragment from plasmid
pKGE200 and ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE77 to make plasmid
pKGE225. PS4150 cells were transformed by a single crossover event to Emr
using plasmid pKGE225 giving strain KGB165.
ΔsqhC. The DNA region containing the entire sqhC coding sequence, 663
bp upstream of the start codon and 570 bp downstream of the stop codon was
PCR amplified with primers harboring a 5' KpnI site, digested with KpnI-MfeI and
ligated to the large fragment produced by digesting plasmid pKGE57 with KpnI
and EcoRI. The resulting plasmid pKGE196 was cut with BglII and EcoRV and
the 475 bp region of the sqhC coding sequence removed was replaced with the
cat cassette containing a BamHI-EcoRV fragment of pKGE57 to make plasmid
pKGE198. Strain PS4150 was transformed to Cmr by a double crossover with
plasmid pKGE198 to make strain KGB149.
ΔyisP. The DNA region from -721 to +19 bp relative to the start site of
yisP was PCR amplified with primers containing a 5' XhoI site, cloned into
plasmid pCR®2.1-Topo®, excised as a XhoI fragment and then ligated to similarly
cut plasmid pKGE57 to make plasmid pKGE199. The DNA region from +785 to
+1494 relative to the start site of yisP was PCR amplified with primers containing
5' XbaI and 3' SacI sites, the PCR product was digested with XbaI and SacI and
ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE199 to make plasmid pKGE208. Strain
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KGB100 was transformed to Cmr by a double crossover with plasmid pKGE208
to make strain KGB152.
ΔyuaG. The DNA region containing the entire yuaG coding sequence plus
300 bp upstream of the start codon and 300 bp downstream of the stop codon
was PCR amplified with primers harboring a 5' SacI site, cloned into plasmid
pCR®2.1-Topo® and excised as a SacI fragment and ends made blunt. The
fragment was then ligated to pBluescript® KS (-) which was cut with KpnI and
SacI and ends made blunt. The resulting plasmid pKGE182 was cut with NotI
and EcoRV and the 560 bp region of the yuaG coding sequence removed was
replaced with the kan cassette containing NotI-EcoRV fragment from plasmid
pKGE29 giving plasmid pKGE190. Strain PS4150 was transformed to Kmr by a
double crossover with plasmid pKGE190 to make strain KGB143.
ΔyqfA. The DNA region from -643 to +36 bp relative to the start site of
yqfA was PCR amplified with primers containing 5' KpnI and 3' XhoI sites, the
PCR product was digested with KpnI and XhoI and ligated to similarly cut plasmid
pFE140 to make plasmid pKGE205. The DNA region from +915 to +1635 relative
to the start site of yqfA was PCR amplified with primers containing 5' XbaI and 3'
SacI sites, the PCR product was digested with XbaI and SacI and ligated to
similarly cut plasmid pKGE205 to make plasmid pKGE207. PS4150 was
transformed to Emr by a double crossover with plasmid pKGE207 to make strain
KGB153.
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YuaG-GFP. The promoter region of the yuaFGI operon was PCR
amplified as a 492 bp fragment and engineered upstream of the yuaG coding
sequence via tandem PCR with primers that introduced flanking 5' KpnI and 3'
XhoI sites. The resulting PCR product was then digested with KpnI and XhoI and
ligated to similarly cut plasmid pKGE76 to make plasmid pKGE202. Plasmid
pKGE202 was cut with KpnI, ends made blunt followed by digestion with HindIII
and the resulting fragment containing the yuaG-gfp gene was ligated to plasmid
pDG364 that was cut with EcoRI and ends made blunt followed by digestion with
HindIII. The resulting plasmid pKGE206 was used to transform PS4150 and
KGB100 to Cmr giving strains KGB155 and KGB156 respectively.
To make a strain that contained gerE::ermC, the plasmid pJL74gerE2 [30]
was cut with BamHI, ends made blunt, and then cut with PstI to remove the spc
cassette. Plasmid pFE140 was cut with XbaI, ends made blunt, then cut with NsiI
and the ermC cassette containing fragment was ligated to the cut pJL74gerE2 to
generate plasmid pKGE184. PS3328 was transformed to Emr by a double
crossover with plasmid pKGE184 to make strain KGB137. In addition, strains
FB60 and KGB171 were switched from Cmr Kms to Cms Kmr by transformation
via double crossover with plasmid pCm::Nm [119] to make strains KGB161 and
KGB184, respectively.
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ii.

Spore Preparation and Germination
Spores were prepared at 37°C in liquid 2x SG medium without antibiotics,

and spores were cleaned and stored as described (Nicholson and Setlow, 1990).
Spores used in this work were >98% free of vegetative or sporulating cells,
germinated spores or cell debris as determined by phase contrast microscopy.
Spores at an optical density at 600 nm (O.D.600nm) of >10 in water were heat
shocked at 75°C for 30 min, and cooled on ice for ~ 15 min. Spores were
germinated at an O.D.600nm of 1 at 37°C in 1 ml of: i) 10 mM L-alanine in 10 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 8.6); or ii) AGFK [10 mM L-asparagine, 28 mM D-glucose, 28 mM
D-fructose, 50 mM KCl in 10 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.6)]. Spore germination
was assessed by measuring the O.D.600nm of germinating cultures that falls ~60%
upon completion of germination. At the end of germination experiments (3-7 hrs),
phase-contrast microscopy was used to assess the extent of spore germination.

iii. GerAA Antibody Production.
The gerAA gene was PCR amplified with flanking 5' NotI and 3' KpnI sites and
cloned into a modified pET15b vector containing a His6 tag and a TEV cleavage
site. The GerAA protein (residues 2-239) was expressed in BL21 Star (DE3) E.
coli (Invitrogen) by induction with 1mM isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside (IPTG) at
21°C for 16 h. The soluble protein was purified by Ni2+-NTA affinity
chromatography followed by TEV protease cleavage of the His6 tag, and by
cation exchange and gel filtration (SD200; GE Healthcare) chomatography. The
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purified protein was dialyzed against PBS (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM NaPO4 buffer
(pH 7.4)), adjusted to a concentration of 1 mg/ml in PBS and supplied for
polyclonal antibody production in rabbits (Pocono Rabbit Farm and Laboratory,
Canadensis, Pa.). Anti-GerAA antibodies were detected in a bleed 2 months post
initial injection, at which time the animals were exsanguinated.

iv. Spore Fractionation and Western Blot Analysis
Spores of the various strains at an O.D.600nm of 50 (2 ml) were decoated
by incubating at 70°C for 45 min in 0.1 M NaOH, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.5% sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 0.1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) and washed at least ten times
with water [120]. To make spore lysates, spores were suspended at an O.D.600nm
of 75 in 1 mL TEP buffer [50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM
phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride] containing 2 mg of lysozyme, 2 µg each of RNAse
A and DNase I, and 40 µg of MgCl2, incubated at 37°C for 5 min, then kept on ice
for 20 min. The spore suspension was sonicated with 100 mg of glass beads
using 15-s bursts until >80% lysis was observed by phase contrast microscopy
[40]. The sample was centrifuged at 4°C for 5 min in a microcentrifuge, the
supernatant was saved and the pellet was washed with 0.5 mL of TEP buffer,
centrifuged again and this second supernatant was pooled with the first. In this
process the glass beads, unbroken spores and integument debris were removed.
The pooled supernatant or lysate was then centrifuged at 100,000 × g for 1h, the
resulting pellet (P100) was gently rinsed with 100 µL of TEP and resuspended in
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75µL TEP buffer containing 1% Triton X-100 [40]. Samples were boiled in 1X
SDS containing sample buffer, volumes of each sample equivalent to an
O.D.600nm of decoated spores of 15 were separated using 7.5% SDS
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, and proteins were transferred to an
Immbilon-P membrane (Millipore Corp., Billerica, MA). These Western blots were
probed with a 1:500 dilution of polyclonal antibodies to GerAA, followed by a
1:5,000 dilution of bovine anti-rabbit immunoglobulin horse radish peroxidase
conjugate (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) and analyzed for
chemiluminescence using X-ray film. Although we attempted to load equivalent
amounts of each protein sample based on the known starting quantity of
decoated spores, it is likely that there was non-uniform loss of protein during the
sample preparation process. We thus quantified the amount of total protein in our
P100 samples from each strain and determined the relative amounts of total
protein loaded during Western blot experiments using the EZQ



Protein

Quantitation Kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

v.

Microscopy
Spores were suspended in water at an O.D.600nm of 50-70. For

microscopy, 0.5 µL of spore suspension was spread between two glass
coverslips that were cleaned by sonicating in 10% NaOH, 95% ethanol and
distilled water. Images were collected using a modified epi-fluorescence
microscope (IX81, Olympus, Center Valley, PA) equipped with a 60x microscope
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objective (NA = 1.45, Olympus). Image acquisition software was built on top of
the µManager platform (http://micro-manger.org). The fluorescence signals were
captured with a TE-cooled EM-CCD camera (Princeton Instruments, Trenton,
NJ), and images were processed and analyzed using ImageJ software. In each
experiment 150-200 fluorescence images were taken consecutively with an
acquisition time of 250 ms. For spores of strains PS3158 and KB48 the
acquisition time was reduced to 15 ms and 50 ms, respectively, to prevent
saturation of the fluorescence signal since the soluble GFP and GerQ-GFP in
these strains are expressed at much higher levels than the GR fusions. Images
used in subsequent analysis were generated by averaging 100 consecutive
images in the acquisition sequence followed by subtraction of the background
signal present in cell-free areas. Since PS4150 spores have some background
autofluorescence, we determined the maximum fluorescence intensity of 203
PS4150 spores in both the mCherry and GFP channels (Table 3.2). Based on
this data we set thresholds of 1400 and 3200 for the mCherry and GFP channels,
respectively, for determining whether fluorescence in test strains was due to the
expression of fusion proteins. The maximum autofluorescence of individual
PS4150 spores was below these thresholds in 95% of the spores observed.
Spores from test strains with fluorescence below these thresholds were scored
as having no foci.
In colocalization experiments images from mCherry and GFP channels
processed as described above were merged and aligned using offset values
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determined using 500 nm fluorescent beads. To determine the extent of
colocalization, the position of the pixel with maximum fluorescence intensity for
each spore was determined in both the mCherry and GFP channels. Foci were
defined as colocalized if pixels of maximum intensity from the two signals were
≤1 pixel apart, and were not colocalized if this distance was ≥2 pixels apart. The
positions of the mCherry foci and the GFP foci can be slightly shifted (one pixel is
~100 nm) because of the signal noise and because of the wavefront alteration
caused by changing of dichroic mirrors. In cases where spores had two foci for
one or both fusion proteins, the spore was counted as exhibiting colocalization if
at least one focus from each fusion protein colocalized with the other according
to the criteria described above.
To determine the distribution of the fluorescence signal along the length of
spores expressing GerKB-GFP, soluble GFP, GerQ-GFP and SpoVAE-GFP, the
average fluorescence signal as a function of the position along the long axis of
the spore was determined for spores of each strain using ImageJ software. The
spores analyzed had one focus per spore and were oriented such that their longaxes were parallel to the microscope slide. The fluorescence distribution curves
from spores of each strain were aligned and then averaged and normalized.
To quantify the tendency of the different strains to form foci, the
fluorescence intensity of images processed as described above were normalized
and the Gaussian curvatures were calculated for each spore at its peak
fluorescence intensity using ImageJ and then averaged. Spores with a
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fluorescent focus should have a higher curvature value than spores without a
focus.
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D. Results
The B. subtilis GR proteins are located in the spore inner membrane [39,
40], although the GRs’ spatial organization within this membrane is unknown. We
thus used fluorescence microscopy to determine the location of GR subunits
fused to green-fluorescent protein (GFP) or the mCherry derivative of red
fluorescent protein in dormant B. subtilis spores. To facilitate the detection of the
fluorescent proteins the fusion genes were inserted in a ΔcotE ΔgerE (PS4150)
background, since PS4150 spores have greatly reduced autofluorescence
compared to spores of the parental strain PS832 [121]. PS4150 spores lack most
of their coat layer, but are still able to germinate with nutrient germinants, albeit ~
2-fold slower than wild-type spores [30]. The fusion genes were placed at either
the normal chromosomal loci or the non-essential amyE locus, and under the
control of their native promoters.

i.

Germination Protein Fusions Facilitate Germination
The fusion proteins studied were all at least partially functional since they

facilitated germination in spores that lacked corresponding wild-type proteins
(Figure 3.2). Spores carrying the GerAA-mCherry fusion germinated 2-fold faster
and 2-fold slower than PS4150 spores in L-alanine and AGFK, respectively, while
spores carrying GerBA-GFP germinated at rates similar to PS4150 spores in
AGFK but 2-fold slower than PS4150 spores with L-alanine (Figure 3.2). These
data suggest that GerAA-mCherry somehow enhances the GerA receptor’s
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response to L-alanine and depresses the GerB and GerK receptors’ response to
AGFK. The observation that GerAA-mCherry inhibits AGFK germination and
GerBA-GFP inhibits L-alanine germination further suggests that these two
signaling pathways are intimately connected somehow. The rates of AGFK and
L-alanine germination of spores carrying GerKA and GerKB fusions were 2-fold
slower than with PS4150 spores (Figure 3.2). Given that deletion of gerK typically
does not adversely affect germination via the GerA receptor [89], these data
suggest that the germination defect in GerK-fusion spores is not due to
dysfunction of the GerK receptor itself, but instead to a general disruption of
germination signaling. Spores carrying GerD-GFP germinate 4-5-fold slower than
PS4150 spores with AGFK and L-alanine (Figure 3.2), suggesting that the
presence of the fluorescent protein significantly inhibits GerD’s function.
However, the germination of spores carrying GerD-GFP was 4-5-fold faster than
that of gerD spores [51]. Strains expressing all fusion proteins grew and
sporulated normally, as expected, since neither GRs nor GerD are essential for
growth or sporulation. In addition, a SpoVAE-GFP fusion made by singlecrossover insertion of spoVAE-gfp into the normal spoVAE locus (which
separates the wild-type gene from its promoter) is also functional, because
despite the loss of expression of the wild-type SpoVAE

that is required for

normal sporulation [122], cells containing this fusion protein sporulated normally
and the resulting spores germinated normally.
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ii.

Germination Protein Fusions Localize to the Inner Membrane
At least two GRs and GerD have been previously localized to the spore

inner membrane [39-41]. To confirm that the GerAA-mCherry fusion was located
in the spore inner membrane we made lysates from decoated spores treated with
lysozyme, and then fractionated the lysates by centrifugation at 100,000 × g. The
pellet fraction (P100) from this treatment, which contains inner membrane
vesicles, was then subjected to Western blot analysis with polyclonal antibodies
to GerAA (Figure 3.3). A signal at 54-kDa representing wild-type GerAA was
detected in the inner membrane fraction of spores of strain PS4150 (lane 1) that
contains only the wild-type copy of gerAA, and a signal at 82-kDA representing
GerAA-mCherry was detected in the inner membrane fraction of spores of strain
KGB138 (lane 5) that contains only the gerAA-mCherry fusion gene. Neither
signal was observed in the inner membranes from spores of strain KGB136 (lane
4) which lacks both wild-type and fusion genes, and both signals were observed
in the inner membrane from spores of strains KGB114 (lane 2) and KGB129
(lane 3) which contain both gerAA and gerAA-mCherry. It is unclear why the ratio
of the GerAA/GerAA-mCherry signal from spores of strain KGB129 (lane 3) is
lower that from spores of strain KGB114 (lane 2).

iii. GRs Localize to a Single Focus
GRs in spores are likely present in very low numbers of molecules [40], so
it was expected that the signal from fluorescent protein constructs of GRs would
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represent only a small increase over the relatively high background observed in
the spore during fluorescence imaging. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio in
these images, we developed a protocol in which 150-200 images were obtained
in succession and averaged, resulting in an overall integration time of up to 50s.
Remarkably, the resulting images of spores containing GerAA-mCherry, GerBAGFP, GerKA-GFP or GerKB-GFP showed that the fluorescence signal was
limited to discrete foci (Figure 3.4B and 3.5). This result was particularly striking
given the relatively few molecules of GRs likely present in spores. In each case,
foci were distinguishable from background autofluorescence in >88% of the
spores examined (Table 3.3), while discrete foci were never observed in PS4150
spores (Figure 3.4A).

Discrete foci were also not observed in spores that

expressed: a) soluble GFP in the spore core [45]; b) GerQ-GFP in the spore coat
[54]; or c) a SpoVAE-GFP fusion in the spore inner membrane - instead the
fluorescence signal was distributed over much larger regions of the spore (Figure
3.5). The homogeneous distribution of the SpoVAE-GFP fusion protein in the
central region of the spore is not inconsistent with a location for this protein
throughout the spore inner membrane, given the fluorescence microscopy
methodology used (see below), and such a distribution is consistent with the
release of DPA during spore germination around the entire spore inner
membrane, and not just from one region of this membrane, as observed recently
by confocal Raman imaging [123].
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The results noted above indicate that the discrete foci of germination
proteins in spores are not an artifact of fluorescent protein expression in dormant
spores. One focus per spore was observed in 84-96% of spores with fusions to
GRs, with 1-4% exhibiting two foci per spore and no spores exhibiting more than
two foci (Table 3.3). In the remaining spores the fluorescence intensity was below
the threshold applied in our experiments, and these spores were classified as
exhibiting no foci (Table 3.3). We observed no gross movement of GR foci in the
50s time scale of time-lapse fluorescence microscopy experiments, consistent
with the relative immobility of lipid molecules in the inner membrane of spores
[38]. In addition, the GR foci did not appear to localize exclusively to spores’ polar
or non-polar regions, although they may have exhibited a slight preference for
non-polar regions (Table 3.4).
The fluorescence intensities of the GR foci were significantly higher than
the background autofluorescence in PS4150 spores, and after correcting for this
autofluorescence the majority of spores had little to no fluorescence outside the
foci. These results are consistent with most if not all GR proteins residing in the
foci, especially since there are so few GRs per spore.

We also observed

significant variation in the intensity of the fluorescent GR foci in spore populations
(Table 3.2, Figure 3.6), suggesting there likely is similar variation in the numbers
of GR molecules per spore.
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iv. GerD Localizes to a Single Focus
GerD is also located in the spore’s inner membrane, although at ~50-fold
higher levels than the GRs [41]. We expressed GerD-GFP from the normal
chromosomal locus and under the native promoter in PS4150 spores, and GerDGFP was at least partially functional (Figure 3.2). We again observed discrete
GerD-GFP fluorescent foci (Figure 3.4) in 94% of spores, with one focus per
spore being most common (Table 3.3). The GerD-GFP foci were on average
slightly more intense than those of the GR foci (Table 3.2), consistent with more
GerD than GR molecules in spores. However, the increase in fluorescence
intensity was not consistent with a 50-fold increase in protein numbers. This may
indicate that a significant population of the GerD-GFP fusion protein is not
properly folded, thus making quantitative comparisons of gene expression
impossible. Poor folding of at least some GerD-GFP molecules may be partly
responsible for the inability of GerD-GFP to facilitate wild-type levels of nutrient
germination, although the GFP moiety might also interfere with GerD’s
interactions with either other GerD molecules or other proteins (Figure 3.2). Like
the GRs, GerD foci exhibited no gross movement in the 50s time scale of timelapse fluorescence microscopy experiments and GerD foci also did not
preferentially localize to spores’ polar or non-polar regions (Table 3.4). As with
the GRs, the majority of GerD-GFP spores had little fluorescence outside the foci
suggesting that most GerD-GFP protein is clustered. There was also
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heterogeneity in the intensities of the GerD-GFP foci across the spore population
(Table 3.2, Figure 3.6).
Given the small physical dimension of B. subtilis spores (~1000 nm in
length and ~500 nm in width), the GR and GerD foci appear to cover a significant
portion of the spore. However, the foci observed are diffraction-limited spots
given that on average their fluorescence signal fit a Gaussian function with full
width at half maximal intensity of ~300 nm (Figure 3.5B), which corresponds to
the optical resolution of the microscope used. These data indicate that the
germination proteins are likely present in sub-resolution structures in the spore
inner membrane. In addition, since the thickness of the spore (~500 nm) is less
than the depth-of-the-field (~700 nm) of the microscopy system, the images
obtained reflect the fluorescence signal from the whole spore, including the top
and bottom surfaces. Thus, even though the GRs, GerD and most likely SpoVAE
are present in the spore inner membrane, the foci were not always peripherally
located in the resulting image.

v.

GRs and GerD Foci Colocalize
Since GRs and GerD may well interact and all GRs and GerD form foci,

we examined whether these proteins are colocalized in dormant spores by coexpressing each protein of interest with either GerKB-GFP or GerKB-mCherry
(strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of interest). In
colocalization experiments only those spores in which both proteins exhibited
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clear foci were used to determine the extent of colocalization. Foci were scored
as colocalized if the pixels of maximum intensity from the GFP and mCherry
signals were ≤1 pixel (100 nm) apart. This limit was chosen because the
measured error in alignment of the dichroic mirrors used to see the GFP and
mCherry signals was ± 100 nm. When GerKB-mCherry was expressed from the
normal chromosomal locus and GerKA-GFP was co-expressed from the amyE
locus, the fluorescent foci for each protein overlapped in 89% of the spores
counted (Table 3.5, Figure 3.7). This finding strongly supports previous evidence
that individual proteins of the same GR interact in the dormant spore [112, 113].
The intensities of the GerKB and GerKA foci in a given spore were not always
similar, suggesting that there is variation in the numbers of GerKA and GerKB
molecules in any given spore, perhaps because the fusion genes are expressed
from different chromosomal locations or because of stochastic variations in
translation efficiency.
When genes encoding GerAA-mCherry or GerBA-GFP at the amyE locus
were co-expressed with gerKB-gfp at the normal locus, the foci co-localized in
98% and 91% of the spores counted, respectively (Table 3.5, Figure 3.7). These
data indicate that all GRs are almost always in the same location in the dormant
spore and thus have the potential for direct interactions. We also observed that in
spores expressing two fluorescent fusion proteins the intensities of the foci for
each protein were variable suggesting again that there are differences in the
numbers of molecules of each GR in individual spores. When we co-expressed
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genes encoding GerD-GFP and GerKB-mCherry from their normal chromosomal
loci, there again was colocalization in 90% of the spores (Table 3.5, Figure 3.7),
indicating that these two germination proteins are also in the same location in
dormant spores.
Recently it was shown that specific polyisoprenoid lipids and flotillin
homologs are localized in and essential for the formation of multiple discrete
microdomains in B. subtilis cells’ plasma membrane [124]. We have determined
that these proteins and lipids are unlikely to be involved in spore germination
since deletion of either or both of the two B. subtilis genes encoding flotillin
homologs (yuaG and yqfA) or enzymes involved in polyisoprenoid synthesis
(sqhC or yisP) had no effect on spore germination or germination protein
localization (Table 3.5, Figure 3.8A) (strains carried both wild-type and fusion
copies of the genes of interest). However, since YuaG-GFP seemed to form
weak foci in dormant spores, we examined whether GerKB-mCherry colocalized
with the unrelated YuaG-GFP protein. We observed that Yuag-GFP and GerKBmCherry foci colocalized in only 44% of the spores examined, with many YuaGGFP foci quite distant from those of GerKB-mCherry (Table 3.5, Figure 3.8B).
These data indicate that YuaG-GFP is randomly distributed with respect to the
GRs. These results also strongly suggest that germination protein clustering in
dormant spores is not dependent on formation of membrane microdomains
enriched in polyisoprenoids and flotillin homologs.
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vi. GerD is Required for GR Clustering
The GRs and GerD colocalize to a single focus in dormant spores and
thus we were interested to see whether these proteins localized independently.
To determine whether each GR would cluster in the absence of other GRs we
examined spores expressing: 1) GerAA-mCherry in a ∆gerB ∆gerK strain; 2)
GerBA-mCherry in a ∆gerA ∆gerK strain; and 3) GerKB-GFP in a ∆gerA ∆gerB
strain. To compare the degree of clustering in spores of the various strains the
average Gaussian curvature at the peak of the fluorescence signal from spores
of each strain was calculated. Spores with a fluorescent focus should have a
higher curvature value than spores without a focus. In all cases single foci were
observed in the majority of spores observed, indicating that the GRs did not
depend on each other for recruitment to foci (Figure 3.9) (GerAA and GerBA
fusion strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of interest,
while the GerKB-GFP strain carried only the fusion gene). The calculated
curvature of the fluorescence signal was either similar to that observed in the
control strain or was slightly increased, also suggesting that the foci are
maintained in these strains (Table 3.6). This result is not surprising especially in
the case of GerA, since loss of GerB and GerK does not affect L-alanine
germination. In addition, the requirement for both GerB and GerK in AGFK
germination does not stem from interdependence for cluster formation. We also
expressed GerAA-mCherry, GerBA-GFP, GerKA-GFP and GerKB-GFP in a
∆gerD background to determine whether GerD was necessary for GR clustering.
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In the absence of GerD, GRs no longer formed foci but were instead
heterogeneously distributed throughout the spore, and consistent with this
observation the calculated curvature of the fluorescence signal was significantly
decreased (Table 3.6, Figure 3.9) (GerAA, GerBA and GerKA fusion strains
carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of interest, while the
GerKB-GFP strain carried only the fusion gene). These data indicate that GerD is
required for the clustering of GRs and suggest that GerD’s role in nutrient
germination may be to facilitate the organization of the GRs into clusters. To
investigate whether GerD clustering was dependent on the GRs we examined the
localization of GerD-GFP in the absence of all three GRs. In these spores GerDGFP localized to single clusters in the majority of spores observed (Figure 3.9).
Thus GerD forms clusters independent of the GRs, which supports the role of
GerD as a scaffold. Interestingly the curvature of the fluorescence signal is
almost doubled compared to the control strain. This could mean that GerD-GFP
molecules cluster even more tightly in the absence of the GRs.

vii. Lipid Addition by GerF is Essential for GR and GerD Clustering
The C subunit of all the GRs as well as GerD are almost certainly
lipoproteins and previous work has demonstrated that loss of GerF, the only
known prelipoprotein diacylglycerol transferase in B. subtilis, greatly reduces the
ability of spores to germinate [125]. Thus we asked whether GerF was necessary
for cluster formation by expressing GerAA-mCherry, GerBA-mCherry, GerKA-
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GFP, GerKB-mCherry and GerD-GFP in a ∆gerF background. Previous work has
suggested that the loss of GerF could result in the loss of the germination
lipoproteins (GerD and the GR C subunits) from the inner spore membrane [41,
126, 127]. In the absence of GerF the GRs and GerD were no longer in foci but
were instead randomly distributed throughout the spore, but at least in the case
of GerAA-mCherry the fusion protein was retained in the spore’s inner membrane
(Table 3.6, Figure 3.3 and 3.9) (strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of
the genes of interest). These data indicate that lipid addition via GerF is essential
for clustering of the germination proteins. The effect on GerD suggests that lipid
addition is required for its organization into a cluster. However the effect on the
GRs could be directly due to the loss of lipid addition to their C subunits, or
indirectly due to the effect of loss of lipid addition on GerD. Thus we examined
whether the localization of GerAA-mCherry would be altered in spores that
contain gerACAla18 in which the diacylglycerated cysteine is replaced with alanine.
In these spores the localization of GerAA-mCherry is also disrupted, indicating
that lipid addition to the C subunit of GRs is also important for GR cluster
formation (Table 3.6).

viii. All Three Subunits are Required for clustering of a GR
The GRs are each composed of three subunits all of which are known to
be required for spore germination; however, the specific role of each subunit is
unknown [11]. We thus investigated which of these subunits were essential for
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cluster formation. We first determined whether the A subunits could form clusters
independently by deleting the wild-type operon in strains encoding A subunit
fusions at the amyE locus. When we examined spores expressing GerAAmCherry with ∆gerA, GerBA-GFP with ∆gerB and GerKA-GFP with ∆gerK we
observed a heterogenous distribution of fluorescence instead of discrete foci,
although at least in the case of GerAA-mCherry the fusion protein was retained in
the spore’s inner membrane (Table 3.6, Figure 3.3 and 3.9). These data show
that the A subunits of the GRs are not capable of forming clusters on their own
and require either one or both of the B and C subunits, although insertion of
GerAA-mCherry

into

the

inner

membrane

of

dormant

spores

occurs

independently of GerAB and GerAC.
We then examined spores expressing GerAA-mCherry but with ∆gerAB or
∆gerAC to determine which of the B or C subunits were necessary for GerA
clustering (spores lacked wild-type gerAA gene). In both cases the GerAAmCherry fluorescence signal was again randomly distributed throughout the
spore indicating that both GerAB and GerAC are required for GerAA clustering
(Table 3.6). To determine whether the A subunit of a GR was required for
clustering of the B subunit, we expressed GerKB-mCherry at the wild-type
chromosomal locus in a ∆gerKA strain. We observed that GerKB no longer
localized to foci suggesting that the B subunit of the GRs requires the A subunit
for cluster formation (Table 3.6) (spores contained wild-type gerKB gene that
lacks a promoter and is thus unlikely to be expressed). Although we were
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unsuccessful in making fusions to the C subunits of the GRs, our data suggest
that all the subunits of the GRs are required for cluster formation.
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E. Discussion
We have shown that fluorescent protein fusions to GerD and each of the
GRs that are at the least partially functional typically localize to a single focus in
the inner membrane of dormant B. subtilis spores. The germination protein foci
are unlikely to be artifacts and unrelated to spore germination, since foci were not
found in PS4150 spores with: a) no germination protein-GFP fusions; b)
fluorescent proteins in the core or coat; and c) a functional SpoVAE-GFP protein
fusion (Figure 3.5). The germination protein foci are also unlikely to be inclusion
bodies given that: i) the GFP or mCherry components are fluorescent and thus
properly folded; ii) all of the germination protein fusions are at least partially
functional; and iii) the fusion proteins are most likely in the spore’s inner
membrane which is unlikely to house inclusion bodies.
The observation that GRs and GerD typically colocalize to the same focus
suggests that these foci play an important role during spore germination. In
addition, the germination protein foci described are likely specialized structures
specific to germination since a GFP-fusion to YuaG, a membrane-associated
protein not involved in spore germination but that also forms foci, did not
associate with the germination protein foci. In our experiments, a loss of
germination protein clustering was consistently correlated with a loss or
significant reduction in the ability of spores to germinate in response to nutrients.
This latter result strongly suggests, although does not prove, that the germination
protein foci are functional aggregates that are necessary for optimal germination
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and are almost certain to represent a dedicated germination center or
“germinosome” in the spore inner membrane.
Our data show that the GRs depend on GerD for clustering, suggesting
that the role for GerD in nutrient germination is at least in part to organize the
germinosome. The previously noted ability of GerD to multimerize could be
integral to its role as a scaffold [41]. GerD may also require the help of other
unidentified protein or non-protein factors for forming the clusters. Linkage to
diacylglycerol moieties in the inner membrane via GerF appears to be essential
for GerD function. Previous analysis of the effect of loss of specific phospholipids
on nutrient germination has shown only a rather weak dependence of spore
germination on the presence of cardiolipin in the spore’s inner membrane [120],
suggesting that specific phospholipids are unlikely to be essential for
germinosome formation. Since no GerD homolog has been found in sporeforming Clostridium species it would be interesting to investigate whether GRs in
these species also form a germinosome; if so it is likely that other proteins are
employed to organize these structures.
As mentioned above, all subunits of the GRs are required for responding
to nutrients, though the function of each subunit remains unknown. We have
found that all subunits are also required for GR clustering, indicating that regions
of each subunit contribute to incorporation into the germinosome. Recent work
has identified various mutations in GerAA and GerAB that alter GerA receptor
function and possibly assembly [126, 128]. It will be important to examine which
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of the mutations identified affect cluster formation and thus are likely to affect
global receptor assembly and which do not and thus are more likely to be more
directly involved in ligand binding or modulating signal transduction. In addition,
the structure of the GerBC subunit of the GerB receptor was recently solved by
X-ray crystallography [129]; thus further analysis of the GerBC subunit by sitedirected mutagenesis guided by the protein structure could provide information
about what parts of this protein may be involved in protein clustering.
The numbers of GRs in spores is estimated to be very low, <40 molecules
per spore [40]. However organization into clusters greatly increases the local
concentration of the GRs and is likely to contribute to increased sensitivity and a
more efficient response to nutrients. We have shown that loss of GerD disrupts
GR clusters, and previous work indicates that the rate of nutrient germination in
gerD spores is decreased greater than twelve-fold compared to wild-type spores,
although it is not abolished [51]. The observation that simply overexpressing the
GRs does not rescue the gerD phenotype [51], suggests that the germinosome
serves to do more than simply increase the local GR concentration. It thus is
possible that GerD also helps to recruit other proteins to the germinosome that
play a role in the germination response. In addition, although our data show that
GRs require all their subunits for clustering, it is not clear how GRs become
associated with the clusters. We can conclude from our data that the GRs and
GerD are at least in close proximity and there may well be a network of direct and
indirect interactions among the various proteins, although to date there is no
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evidence for direct interaction between GerD and the GR subunits. Thus more
work will be needed to define what parts of GerD and the GR subunits are
necessary for clustering and colocalization. Further experiments using protein
cross-linking and fluorescence resonance energy transfer could determine
whether there are indeed direct interactions between proteins in the foci and aid
in identifying unknown components of the germinosome.
The clustering of GRs and GerD in dormant spores appears to be integral
to spore germination. Thus, it will be interesting to determine when and how the
proteins are recruited to the germinosome during sporulation. GRs and GerD are
synthesized during sporulation well before DPA accumulation [130, 131]. Do the
germination protein foci appear in parallel with these proteins’ synthesis or are
they formed later? It is plausible that forming foci later in sporulation may
preclude premature activation of the GRs in the developing spore. The unusual
characteristics of the spore’s inner membrane [38] may also be essential for
association of GRs and GerD in foci.
In addition to GRs and GerD, it is possible that other inner membrane
proteins that function in spore germination, especially at early stages, may be in
the same foci. Proteins in this category could include some of the SpoVA proteins
as well as: i) receptors for as yet unidentified ligands; and ii) agents that may
facilitate signal transduction from the GRs to SpoVA proteins. In addition, there
may be specific proteins and lipids that are important only for cluster formation
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and stability. It is thus possible that we have uncovered only a few of the
elements of a network of proteins that form the germinosome.
The fusion proteins used in this study can facilitate spore germination, and
it would be interesting to examine the fate of the foci formed by these proteins
during

spore

germination.

Time-lapse

fluorescence

microscopy

during

germination would reveal whether fluorescent foci are retained during and after
germination, and preliminary data suggest that at least some of the foci are no
longer visible after germination (K.K. Griffiths et al., unpublished). Since GR and
GerD functions are limited to early stages of spore germination, the foci of these
proteins might only be necessary for early germination events. In cases where
foci do disappear it may be interesting to examine how and at what stage of
germination the changes in localization occur. Previous work has shown that
GerBA remains in the inner membrane after spore germination while GerD does
not [40, 41].
Assuming that the intensities of the fluorescent foci are directly
proportional to levels of germination proteins in spores, we consistently observed
that levels of all the proteins investigated varied widely from spore to spore, and
that within a single spore the levels of different GRs also varied. Previous studies
have shown that GR overexpression leads to increased rates of spore nutrient
germination and that loss of GerD drastically reduces spore germination rates
[51, 89]. It is thus expected that spores with the highest levels of GRs and GerD
will germinate fastest while those with the lowest levels will germinate slowest.
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However, there are endless permutations of the levels of each GR and GerD,
which could explain the heterogeneity of germination rates that is typically
observed across spore populations [132]. Recently, spores that are particularly
resistant to germination, termed superdormant spores, have been isolated, and
some data indicate that these spores may have low GR levels [56]. Certainly,
there are likely to be multiple combinations of levels of GRs, GerD and possibly
other unidentified proteins that could lead to superdormancy.
While the germination proteins investigated in this study are located in the
spore’s inner membrane, little is known about their structure or their topology.
The A and B components of the GRs are most likely polytopic integral
transmembrane proteins, but the number of transmembrane domains and the
orientation of their N- and C- termini with respect to the membrane have not been
determined. Knowing which parts of the GRs face the extracytoplasmic space
could provides clues to which parts of these various proteins bind nutrient ligands
and are capable of interacting on either side of the spore inner membrane.
The germinosome described in this report in which GRs and GerD coexist
is a novel structural component in spores. However, the clustering of proteins
needed for recognition and transmittal of signals by small molecules is by no
means unique to spores, since clusters of chemotaxis proteins are present in
many bacteria. In these organisms, various chemoreceptors that respond to
specific stimuli, as well as downstream signaling molecules and effector proteins
all cluster together [133, 134]. Studies on these systems have shown that
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interactions among and between these proteins are particularly important for the
exquisite sensitivity of the receptors and for rapid and integrated responses to
chemotactic stimuli [135, 136]. Similarly, we propose that clustering of GRs and
GerD in dormant spores is a major contributor to the cooperativity observed in
the nutrient germination of bacterial spores.
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Table 3.1. B. subtilis strains used
Strain*
PS832
FB41
FB60
FB68
PS3301
PS3328
PS3418
PS3518
PS3603
PS3608
PS3609
PS3980
PS4149
PS4150
KB48
KGB04
KGB05
KGB08
KGB26
KGB27
KGB34
KGB52
KGB72
KGB73
KGB74
KGB77
KGB80
KGB98
KGB100
KGB102
KGB103
KGB108
KGB114
KGB115
KGB118

Genotype†
Wild-type
PS832 ΔgerB::spc Spr
PS832 ΔgerB::cam Cmr
PS832 ΔgerK::ermC Emr
PS832 ΔgerF::ermC Emr
PS832 ΔcotE::tet Tcr
PS832 ΔgerK::tet Tcr
PS832 amyE::sspE-gfp Kmr
PS832 gerAA gerAB gerAC::gerACA18 spc Spr
PS832 ΔgerA::cam Cmr
PS832 ΔgerA::kan Kmr
PS832 ΔgerD::cam Cmr
PS832 ΔgerE::spc Spr
PS832 ΔgerE::spc, ΔcotE::tet Spr Tcr
PS832 gerQ-gfp Kmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-gfp ermC gerKB Emr
PS4150 ΔgerK::ermC Emr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB::gerKB-gfp ermC Emr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB::gerKB-gfp ermC,
ΔgerD::cam Emr Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB::gerKB-gfp ermC,
ΔgerA::kan ΔgerB::cat Emr Kmr Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB::gerKB-mCherry ermC
Emr
PS4150 gerD::gerD-gfp kan Kmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry cat gerKB
Cmr
PS4150 gerD-gfp kan gerD Kmr
PS4150 gerKA-gfp kan gerKA gerKC gerKB Kmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKB gerKC-mCherry cat gerKC
Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry cat gerKB,
gerD-gfp kan gerD Cmr Kmr
PS4150 amyE::gerKA-gfp Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB
Kmr
PS4150 amyE::gerKA-gfp, ΔgerK::ermC Cmr Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-mCherry Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB,
amyE::gerKA-gfp Kmr Cmr
PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-gfp ermC gerKB,
amyE::gerAA-mCherry Emr Cmr
PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry, ΔgerK::ermC Cmr

Source or
Reference‡
Laboratory stock
[137]
[114]
[114]
[125]
[60]
[125]
[45]
[125]
[125]
[125]
[51]
[30]
[30]
[54]
pKGE04àPS4150
FB68àPS4150
pKGE24à PS4150
PS3980àKGB08
PS3609/FB60àKG
B08
pKGE91àPS4150
pKGE116àPS4150
pKGE126àPS4150
pKGE121àPS4150
pKGE95àPS4150
pKGE95àPS4150
KGB73àKGB72
pKGE149àPS4150
pKGE158àPS4150
KGB98àKGB05
pKGE160àPS4150
KGB98àKGB100
pKGE166àPS4150
KGB114àKGB04
KGB05àKGB114
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KGB119
KGB124
KGB125
KGB126
KGB127
KGB128
KGB129
KGB136
KGB137
KGB138
KGB139
KGB143
KGB147
KGB149
KGB150
KGB152
KGB153
KGB154
KGB155
KGB156
KGB157
KGB161
KGB162
KGB164
KGB165
KGB168
KGB171
KGB173
KGB174
KGB175
KGB177
KGB180

Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-mCherry, ΔgerA::kan Cmr
Kmr
PS4150 ΔgerF::ermC Emr
PS4150 gerD-gfp kan gerD, ΔgerF::ermC Kmr Emr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB,
ΔgerF::ermC Kmr Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerKA-gfp, ΔgerF::ermC Cmr Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-mCherry, ΔgerF::ermC Cmr
Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry, ΔgerF::ermC Cmr
Emr
PS4150 ΔgerA::kan Kmr
PS832 ΔgerE::ermC, ΔcotE::tet Emr Tcr
PS4150 ΔgerA::kan, amyE::gerAA-mCherry Kmr
Cmr
KGB137 ΔgerB::spc Spr
PS4150 ΔyuaG::kan Kmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-gfp ermC gerKB,
ΔyuaG::kan Emr Kmr
PS4150 ΔsqhC::cat Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-gfp ermC gerKB,
ΔsqhC::cat Emr Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB,
ΔyisP::cat Kmr Cmr
PS4150 ΔyqfA::ermC Emr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry cat gerKB,
ΔyqfA::ermC Cmr Emr
PS4150 amyE::yuaG-gfp Cmr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB,
amyE::yuaG-gfp Kmr Cmr
KGB72 ΔyqfA::ermC, ΔyuaG::kan, Kmr Cmr Emr
PS832 ΔgerB::kan Kmr
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-gfp Cmr
PS4150 gerD-gfp ermC gerD Emr
PS4150 spoVAA spoVAB spoVAC spoVAD
spoVAE-gfp ermC spoVAE spoVAF Emr
PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry, ΔgerB::kan,
ΔgerK::ermC Cmr KmrEmr
PS4150 ΔgerD::cam Cmr
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-mCherry, ΔgerA::kan,
ΔgerK::ermC Cmr Kmr Emr
KGB136 amyE::gerAA-mCherry gerAB gerAC ermC
gerAA-mCherry cat Emr
KGB136 amyE::gerAA-mCherry gerAC ermC
gerAA-mCherry cat Emr
PS4150 gerKA::ermC gerKC gerKB Emr
PS832 ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::tet Sps Tcr

PS3609àKGB103
PS3301àPS4150
PS3301àKGB73
PS3301àKGB100
KGB98àKGB124
KGB103àKGB124
KGB114àKGB124
PS3609àPS4150
pKGE184àPS3328
pKGE165àKGB136
FB41àKGB137
pKGE190à PS4150
KGB143àKGB04
pKGE198àPS4150
KGB149àKGB04
pKGE208àKGB100
pKGE207àPS4150
KGB153àKGB72
pKGE206àPS4150
pKGE206àKGB100
KGB143àKGB154
pCm::KmàFB60
pKGE226àPS4150
pKGE220àPS4150
pKGE225àPS4150
KGB161àKGB118
PS3980àPS4150
KGB05àKGB119
pKGE204àKGB138
pKGE229àKGB138
pKGE228àPS4150
pKGE236/PS3328à
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KGB181
KGB184
KGB188
KGB189
KGB193
KGB194
KGB196
KGB198
KGB199
KGB202
KGB203
KGB212
KGB213

KGB216
KGB219
KGB221

*

PS4149
KGB136 amyE::gerAA-mCherry gerAB ermC
pKGE238àPS4150
gerAA-mCherry cat Emr
pCm::KmàKGB171
PS4150 ΔgerD::kan Kmr
r
r
FB41àKGB180
PS832 ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::tet, ΔgerB::spc Tc Sp
r
r
KGB162àKGB139
KGB137 amyE::gerBA-gfp, ΔgerB::spc Cm Sp
KGB98àKGB184
PS4150 amyE::gerKA-gfp, ΔgerD::kan Cmr Kmr
PS3609àKGB188
PS832 ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::tet, ΔgerA::kan,
ΔgerB::spc Tcr Kmr Spr
KGB114àKGB184
PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry, ΔgerD::kan Cmr
r
Km
KGB162àKGB184
PS4150 amyE::gerBA-gfp, ΔgerD::kan Cmr Kmr
PS4150 gerKA::ermC gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan
pKGE158àKGB177
gerKB Emr Kmr
KGB139 amyE::gerBA-gfp gerBB gerBC kan gerBA- pKGE233àKGB189
gfp cat Kmr Cmr
PS4150 gerKA::ermC gerKC gerKB, amyE::gerKAKGB98àKGB177
gfp Emr Cmr
PS832 gerD-gfp kan gerD, ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::mt pKGE242/KGB164
àKGB194
tet, ΔgerA::kan, ΔgerB::spc Emr Tcs Kmr Spr
PS3418àKGB212
PS832 gerD-gfp kan gerD, ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::mt
tet, ΔgerA::kan, ΔgerB::spc, ΔgerK::tet Emr Kmr Spr
Tcr
PS4150 gerKA gerKC gerKB-mCherry kan gerKB,
KGB162àKGB100
r
r
amyE::gerBA-gfp Km Cm
PS3603àKGB180
PS832 ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::tet, gerAA gerAB
gerAC::gerACA18 spc Spr Tcr
pKGE166àKGB219
PS832 ΔgerE::mt spc, ΔcotE::tet, gerAA gerAB
gerAC::gerACA18 spc, amyE::gerAA-mCherry Spr Tcr
Cmr
are derivatives of PS832, a prototrophic laboratory strain that is isogenic with

All strains
strain 168.
†
The abbreviations used are: Emr, resistance to 1 µg ml-1 erythromycin and 25 µg ml-1
lincomycin; Spr, resistance to 100 µg ml-1 spectinomycin; Kmr, resistance to 10 µg ml-1
kanamycin; Tcr, resistance to 10 µg ml-1 tetracycline; and Cmr, resistance to 5 µg ml-1
chloramphenicol. Emboldened genes do not have an associated promoter and thus are unlikely
to be transcribed.
‡

DNA from strains or plasmids to the left of the arrows was used to transform the strains
to the right of the arrows. The construction or source of the individual plasmids is
described in Section 3C.
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Table 3.2. Variation in maximum fluorescence intensities of foci in spores
of various B. subtilis strains
Strain*

Spores
counted

Fluorescence Intensity†
Mean
Maximum
Minimum

mCherry fluorescence (532 nm)
(PS4150)
203
585
3026
191
GerAA-mCherry (KGB114)
233
7227
22161
1538
GFP fluorescence (488 nm)
(PS4150)
203
1886
5390
776
GerBA-GFP (KGB162)
302
5112
12411
645
GerKA-GFP (KGB98)
162
5479
12637
412
GerKB-GFP (KGB04)
182
6576
15187
2156
GerD-GFP (KGB73)
290
7228
20305
2048
*
The strains investigated are listed according to the fusion protein phenotype, with strain
numbers in parentheses. Strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of
interest.
†

The maximum fluorescence intensities in arbitrary units of individual spores in
populations of 162-302 spores were determined for each strain. All intensity values are
expressed with the same scale.
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Table 3.3. Presence of fluorescent foci in spores of various B. subtilis
strains
Foci per spore (%)†
0
1
2
≥3
GerAA-mCherry (KGB114)
233
0
96
4
0
GerBA-GFP (KGB162)
302
12 84
4
0
GerKA-GFP (KGB98)
162
11 88
1
0
GerKB-GFP (KGB04)
182
5
93
2
0
GerD-GFP (KGB73)
290
6
85
9
0
*
The strains examined are listed according to the fusion protein phenotype, with strain
numbers in parentheses. Strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of
Strain*

Spores counted

interest.
†

The number of foci present in a population of spores of each strain was determined as
described in Section 3C. Spores in which the fluorescence signal obtained could not be
distinguished from the autofluorescence signal typically obtained from spores of the
PS4150 background strain were scored as having no foci.
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Table 3.4. Germination protein clusters in dormant spores do not localize
preferentially to the spore poles
Position† (%)
Non-Polar
Polar
GerAA-mCherry (KGB114)
57
68
32
GerBA-GFP (KGB162)
82
80
20
GerKA-GFP (KGB98)
64
70
30
GerKB-GFP (KGB04)
52
70
30
GerD-GFP (KGB73)
52
75
25
*
The strains investigated are listed according to the fusion protein phenotype, with strain
numbers in parentheses. Strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of
Strain*

Spores counted

interest.
†

Foci were scored as polar if the maximum intensity pixel was within 2 pixel of either pole
of the dormant spore and were scored as non-polar if the maximum intensity pixel was
greater that 2 pixel from the pole of the spore. Based on these criteria ~60% of the spore
area is polar, while the remaining ~40% is non-polar. Spores counted had one focus per
spore and were oriented such that their long-axes were parallel to the microscope slide.
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Table 3.5. Colocalization of fluorescent foci in spores of various B. subtilis
strains

Strain

*

Spores
counted

Pixels between fluorescence intensity
maxima (%)†
0

1

2

3

4

5

GerKB-mCherry + GerKA-GFP
310
24
65
10
1
0
0
(KGB108)
GerKB-GFP + GerAA-mCherry
246
31
67
2
0
0
0
(KGB115)
GerKB-mCherry + GerBA-GFP
167
36
55
8
1
0
0
(KGB216)
GerKB-mCherry + GerD-GFP
242
24
66
8
2
0
0
(KGB80)
GerKB-mCherry + YuaG-GFP
142
11
34
35
15
4
1
(KGB156)
*
The strains examined are listed according to the fusion protein phenotype, with strain
numbers in parentheses. Strains carried both wild-type and fusion copies of the genes of
interest.
†

Fluorescent foci were defined as colocalized if pixels of maximum intensity from the two
signals were ≤1 pixel apart, and were not colocalized if this distance was ≥2 pixels apart.
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Table 3.6. Disruption of fluorescent foci in spores of various B. subtilis
strains
Genotype (Strain)†

Spores
counted
340
82

Curvature§

Curvature Relative
to Control
-

(PS4150) 488nm‡
145
(PS4150) 532 nm
178
GerAA-mCherry
Control (KGB114)
513
874
1.0
ΔgerB ΔgerK (KGB168)
241
1028
1.2*
ΔgerD (KGB196)
264
411
0.5***
ΔgerF (KGB129)
143
439
0.5***
ΔgerA (KGB138)
526
373
0.4***
A18
gerAC (KGB221)
279
347
0.4***
GerAA-mCherry 2X
Control (KGB174)
122
1160
1.0
ΔgerAB (KGB181)
124
389
0.3**
ΔgerAC (KGB175)
84
267
0.2**
GerBA-GFP
Control (KGB162)
325
593
1.0
ΔgerB (KGB189)
217
323
0.5**
ΔgerD (KGB198)
288
360
0.6**
GerBA-mCherry
Control (KGB103)
233
601
1.0
158
565
0.9
ΔgerA ΔgerK (KGB173)
252
390
0.6*
ΔgerF (KGB128)
GerKA-GFP
Control (KGB98)
215
735
1.0
ΔgerD (KGB193)
317
327
0.4**
ΔgerF (KGB127)
415
428
0.6**
ΔgerK (KGB102)
245
476
0.6*
GerKB-GFP
Control (KGB04)
203
1000
1.0
ΔgerA ΔgerB (KGB27)
177
941
0.9
ΔgerD (KGB26)
344
358
0.4***
GerKB-mCherry
Control (KGB100)
327
777
1.0
ΔgerF (KGB126)
259
365
0.5**
ΔgerKA (KGB199)
284
340
0.4***
GerD-GFP
Control (KGB73)
725
880
1.0
ΔgerA ΔgerB ΔgerK (KGB213)
465
1558
1.8***
ΔgerF (KGB125)
178
636
0.7*
†
The fluorescent fusion protein of interest is listed in bold and the strains examined for
each fusion protein are listed below. The control strain is listed first and contains the
fusion protein in a PS4150 background. The strains listed after each control are derived
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from the control strain and contain the fusion protein of interest plus additional mutations
indicated, the strain numbers are in parentheses. GerAA-mcherry 2X strains contain two
copies of the fusion gene; these latter strains also lack the wild-type gene. Strains KGB27 and
KGB26 contain only the gerKB-gfp fusion gene and the remaining GerKB fusion strains contain
both fusion and wild-type genes, though the wild-type gene lacks a promoter and is unlikely to be
expressed. Strains KGB138, KGB189 and KGB102 only contain the fusion copy of the gene of
interest since the wild-type operon is deleted. All other strains contain both fusion and wild-type
genes.
‡

PS4150 contains no fusion protein but has background autofluorescence and was thus
examined in both GFP (488 nm) and mCherry (532 nm) channels as a baseline.
§
The average Gaussian curvature at the peak of the fluorescence signal from spores of
each strain was calculated using ImageJ. Spores with a fluorescent focus should have a
higher curvature value than spores without a focus.
*
Denotes that the calculated average curvature relative to the corresponding control
strain has a 1 × 10-15 ≤ p-value ≤ 1 × 10-3 as determined by the student’s t-test.
**
Denotes that the calculated average curvature relative to the corresponding control
strain has a 1 × 10-35 ≤ p-value ≤ 1 × 10-15 as determined by the student’s t-test.
***
Denotes that the calculated average curvature relative to the corresponding control
strain has a p-value ≤ 1 × 10-35 as determined by the student’s t-test.
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Figure 3.1. The germination proteins in the spore inner membrane. A
schematic of the genes encoding the germination proteins known to be in the
spore inner membrane. The estimated number of molecules per spore is shown
on the right and is based on analysis by Western blot and RT-PCR [40-42, 130].
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Figure 3.2. Germination protein fusions are at least partially functional.
Spores were germinated with A) AGFK and B) L-alanine and the decrease in the
O.D.600nm was monitored. The genotype of the strains used in germination assays
is shown in C, arrows indicate the relative position of promoters as well as the
direction of transcription. The symbols for the strains used to generate spores
are: ¢, PS4150; , GerAA-mCherry (KGB174 - Ci); r, GerBA-GFP (KGB202 Cii); á, GerKA-GFP (KGB203 - Ciii); ¨, GerKB-GFP (KGB08 - Civ); and ¯,
GerD-GFP (KGB52 - Cv). Strains KGB174 and KGB202 contain two copies of
their respective fusion genes, and KGB203, KGB08 and KGB52 contain one
copy of their respective fusion genes expressed under the control of their native
promoters, as shown in C. All these strains lack the corresponding wild-type
gene, as shown in C. There was no germination when spores were incubated
without AGFK or L-alanine. Results similar to those with GerKB-GFP spores
were also obtained with spores carrying GerKB-mCherry (KGB34).
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Figure 3.3. GerAA-mCherry is detected in the inner membrane of dormant
spores. The inner membrane fraction from equal amounts (15 O.D.600 units) of
spores of the following strains were isolated, run on an SDS-PAGE gel,
transferred to a PVDF membrane and detected with antibodies to GerAA: control
(PS4150; lane 1), PS4150 amyE::gerAA-mCherry (KGB114; lane 2), PS4150
ΔgerF amyE::gerAA-mCherry (KGB129; lane 3), PS4150 ΔgerA (KGB136; lane
4), and PS4150 ΔgerA amyE::gerAA-mCherry (KGB138; lane 5). The white and
black arrowheads point to the location of the full-length GerAA and GerAAmCherry bands, respectively. The total amounts of protein present in the samples
loaded in each lane were determined using the EZQ Protein Quantitation Kit,


and their relative amounts were: 1.0 (lane 1), 1.0 (lane 2), 0.7 (lane 3), 0.5 (lane
4) and 0.3 (lane 5). The relatively low intensity of the GerAA-mCherry signal from
KGB138 spores (lane 5) is most likely because ~3-fold less total protein was
present in this lane compared to that in the PS4150 lane (lane 1). High molecular
weight bands (region A) appeared to be derived from GerAA since they were not
present in the inner membranes from ΔgerA spores, while low molecular weight
bands (region B) were only present in spores expressing GerAA-mCherry and
could represent degradation products.
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Figure 3.4. Nutrient germination proteins localize in foci in dormant spores.
(A) Background autofluorescence in PS4150 spores in the (ii) mCherry and (iii)
GFP channels, respectively, with some spores outlined in white and magnified
images of these spores shown in the corresponding panels (a) and (b);
differential interference contrast (DIC) images of the same spores are shown in
(i). (B) Localization of germination proteins in dormant spores. Panels show
fluorescence images of spores expressing (ii) GerAA-mCherry (KGB114 - Ci), (iv)
GerBA-GFP (KGB162 - Cii), (vi) GerKA-GFP (KGB98 - Ciii), (viii) GerKB-GFP
(KGB04 - Civ) and (x) GerD-GFP (KGB73 - Cv); some spores are outlined in
white and magnified images of these spores are shown in smaller panels (a-d) in
the corresponding column. Panels i, iii, v, vii and ix are DIC images of the same
spores in each column. All fluorescence images in this figure are shown with the
same intensity scale. The scale bar in panel Ai is 2 µm, and panels i-x are at the
same magnification; the scale bar in Aiia is 0.5 µm and all panels a-d are at the
same magnification. C) Genotypes of strains used in localization experiments are
shown, arrows indicate the relative position of promoters as well as the direction
of transcription. Note that in spores carrying the GerKB-GFP fusion the wild-type
gerKB gene is present however it lacks a promoter and thus is unlikely to be
expressed.
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Figure 3.5. Germination protein foci are diffraction-limited spots. A)
Fluorescence images of a single spore outlined in white based on the
corresponding DIC image from strains: (i) GerKB-GFP (KGB04), (ii) GFP
(PS3518), (iii) GerQ-GFP (KB48), and (iv) SpoVAE-GFP (KGB165) (note that this
latter strain almost certainly lacks any wild-type SpoVAE protein). Scale bar =
0.5 µm in panels (i-iv). These images are representative of those analyzed in B).
B) Plots show the normalized average distribution of the fluorescence signal
along the long axis of spores of the following strains: GerKB-GFP (KGB04; 23
spores), ¢; soluble GFP (PS3518; 19 spores), ¿; GerQ-GFP (KB48; 32 spores),
r; and SpoVAE-GFP (KGB165; 25 spores), . Note that the line representing
data from SpoVAE-GFP spores overlaps that representing data from GerQ-GFP
spores. The full width at half maximal intensity for GeKB-GFP signal was ~300
nm, which is considerably smaller than that for the soluble GFP, GerQ-GFP and
SpoVAE-GFP signals which were not present in discrete foci.
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Fluorescence Intensity (x1000)

Figure 3.6. Variation of maximum fluorescence intensities of spores of
various strains. The maximum fluorescence intensities in arbitrary units of
individual spores in populations of 162-302 spores were determined for each
strain. GerAA-mCherry (KGB114) is shown in white, GerBA-GFP (KGB162) is
shown in light grey, GerKA-GFP (KGB98) is shown in grey, GerKB-GFP (KGB04)
is shown in dark grey and GerD-GFP (KGB73) is shown in black.
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Figure 3.7. Nutrient germination proteins colocalize in dormant spores. AD, E-H, I-L and M-P are, respectively, images of spores expressing: GerKBmCherry + GerKA-GFP (KGB108); GerKB-GFP + GerAA-mCherry (KGB115);
GerKB-mCherry + GerBA-GFP (KGB216); and GerKB-mCherry + GerD-GFP
(KGB80). A, E, I and M are DIC images; B, F, J and N are mCherry fluorescence
images in red; C, G, K and O are GFP fluorescence images in green and D, H, L
and P are composite images of the corresponding mCherry and GFP
fluorescence images. All fluorescence images were scaled such that the
maximum fluorescence intensity of the 8-bit image was 254. Some spores are
outlined in white and smaller panels (i-iv) are magnified from the corresponding
composite fluorescence images of these spores in which the red and green dots
denote the locations of the maximum intensity pixels in each spore. Where the
maximum intensity red and green pixels overlap, the pixel appears yellow. The
scale bar in panel A is 2 µm and panels A-P are at the same magnification; the
scale bar in the top panel Di is 0.5 µm and all panels i-iv are at the same
magnification.
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Figure 3.8. Polyisoprenoids and flotillin homologs are not involved in
clustering of germination proteins. (A) Panels show DIC and corresponding
fluorescence images of spores expressing: (i, vi) GerKB-GFP in a ΔsqhC
background (KGB150); (ii, vii) GerKB-mCherry in a ΔyisP background (KGB152);
(iii, viii) GerKB-GFP in a ΔyuaG background (KGB147); (iv, ix) GerKB-mCherry in
a ΔyqfA background (KGB154); and (v, x) YuaG-GFP (KGB155); some spores in
the fluorescence images are outlined in white. All fluorescence images are shown
with the same intensity scale. The scale bar in panel Ai is 2 µm, and all panels
are at the same magnification. (B) Panels show the DIC image (i), mCherry
fluorescence image in red (ii), GFP fluorescence image in green (iii), and a
composite of mCherry and GFP fluorescence images (iv) of spores expressing
GerKB-mCherry + YuaG-GFP (strain KGB156). All fluorescence images in this
figure were scaled such that the maximum fluorescence intensity of the 8-bit
image was 254. Some spores are outlined in white and smaller panels (a-b) are
magnified from the corresponding composite fluorescence images of these
spores in which the red and green dots denote the locations of the maximum
intensity pixels in each spore. The scale bar in panel i is 2 µm and panels i-iv are
at the same magnification; the scale bar in the panel a is 0.5 µm and all panels ad are at the same magnification.
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Figure 3.9. Effect of various mutations on the formation of germination
protein foci. A-B, C-D, E-F and G-H are, respectively, images of spores
expressing GerAA-mCherry but with the following mutations: ΔgerB ΔgerK
(KGB168); ΔgerD (KGB196); ΔgerF (KGB129); and ΔgerA (KGB138). I-J and K-L
are, respectively, images of spores expressing GerD-GFP but with the following
mutations: ΔgerA ΔgerB ΔgerK (KGB213); and ΔgerF (KGB125). Panels A, C, E,
G, I and K are DIC images and panels B, D, F, H, J and L are the corresponding
fluorescence images. Some spores in the fluorescence images are outlined in
white and magnified images of these spores are shown in smaller panels (i-ii) in
the corresponding column. The scale bar in panel A is 2 µm, and panels A-L are
at the same magnification; the scale bar in Ai is 0.5 µm and all panels i-ii are at
the same magnification. All fluorescence images in this figure are shown with the
same intensity scale used for the fluorescence images in Fig. 1.
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CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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Cohn and Koch first reported B. subtilis and B. anthracis spores in 1876,
and their ability to germinate in response to nutrients was recognized much later
in the 1940s [1]. However, while the morphological changes that occur during
germination have been described and some of the key proteins have been
identified, the mechanism of this process still remains unclear. The fundamental
finding of this thesis is that the GRs are organized in a GerD-dependent cluster in
the inner membrane; we have called this cluster the germinosome. While this
work has provided novel insight into how spores might achieve a rapid and
cooperative response to nutrient germinants, further experiments will be
necessary to address the many questions that remain unanswered.

A. Localize and Further Characterize the Role of the GR C Subunit in
Germinosome Assembly
We have demonstrated that the A and B subunits of the GRs are
organized into foci. However, we were unable to localize the GR C subunits
because we could not make fusions with either GFP or mCherry that were able to
fluoresce; spores containing these fusions also germinated very poorly. Previous
work has shown that certain mutations in the A and B subunits result in the loss
of the C subunit from the inner membrane [126, 128]. This observation suggests
that localization of the C subunit to the inner membrane is dependent on
interactions with the A and B subunits. It is possible that by fusing the C subunit
with mCherry or GFP, interactions with the A and/or B subunits are disrupted
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resulting in the loss of the C protein fusion from the membrane. It may be
worthwhile to perform spore fractionation and Western blot analyses as
described in Section 3.C with antibodies to the GR C subunits to determine
whether the C subunit fusions are present in the inner membrane. Alternatively,
the absence of fluorescence in C subunit fusions could be because GFP is not
properly folded. Studies in E. coli suggests that when GFP is fused to proteins
that are transported across the cell membrane by the Sec-machinery (which
transports unfolded proteins) it will be unable to refold correctly and thus will not
be fluorescent [138]. However, if such proteins were instead transported by the
Twin arginine translocation (Tat) pathway (which transports folded proteins) they
fluoresce normally [139-141]. The GR C-subunits are all lipoproteins that are
likely transported by the Sec-machinery [142], and though the topology of these
proteins are unknown they may be extracytoplasmic. Curiously, the GR and GerD
fusion proteins studied in this thesis that exhibit fluorescence are all predicted to
be facing the spore core (see below). If the absence of fluorescence in C subunit
fusions is due to the inability of GFP to fold extracellularly, we could solve this
problem by replacing the signal sequence of these proteins with that of a
lipoprotein transported by the Tat pathway, such as PhoD [142]. One piece of
evidence that suggests that this phenomenon may not be the problem is that we
did not observe fluorescence in spores containing C subunit fusions to mCherry;
typically mCherry is able to fold extracellularly [143].
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In addition to localizing the GR C subunits, it would be nice to identify the
germinosome

using

a

non-fluorescence

based

technique

such

as

immunoelectron microscopy. However, due to the impermeable nature of the
spore inner membrane it is unlikely that antibodies will be able to access the
spore core. Moreover, even if antibodies that specifically recognize regions of the
GRs that are extracellular could be isolated, it is unlikely that these antibodies will
be able to pass through the cortex and cell wall layers to access the proteins on
the surface of the inner membrane. In addition, preliminary germination data (see
below) suggest that disruption of the cortex and cell wall to allow the passage of
antibodies would also cause disruption of the protein foci.
All three subunits of the GRs are required for spore germination but the
specific role of each subunit are unknown [11]. We attempted to determine which
subunit of the GRs was required for recruitment to the germinosome. We showed
that the clustering of the A subunit was disrupted in the absence of genes
encoding the B or C subunits, and clustering of the B subunit was disrupted in the
absence of genes encoding the A subunit. Since as mentioned above certain
mutations in the A or B subunits lead to the loss of the C subunit from the spore
inner membrane [126, 128], it is likely that spores that lack the entire A or B
subunit will also lack the C subunit in the inner membrane. Spore fractionation
and Western blot experiments could determine whether the C subunit is still
present in the inner membrane of spores that lack the A or B subunits and
whether the B subunit is present in the inner membrane of spores that lack the A
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and C subunits. We found that though the GR A subunit does not cluster in the
absence of the B and C subunits, it is retained in the inner membrane. A similar
result is likely for the GR B subunit since it is also likely an integral membrane
protein. If further experiments can confirm that deletion of genes encoding the A
or B subunits leads to the loss of the C subunit from the inner membrane, and
that the B subunit is retained in the membrane in the absence of genes encoding
the A and C subunits, it will be reasonable to conclude that the C subunit is
responsible for recruiting GRs to the foci. Moreover, we could perform similar
experiments to determine the localization of the C subunit in spores lacking
GerD, GerF or the cysteine residue of the C subunit that is necessary for
diacylglycerol addition. These experiments will tell us whether GerD and/or
diacylglycerol addition affects GR focus formation by altering whether the C
subunit is retained in the membrane. It is likely that diacylglycerol addition is
essential for the retention of the C subunit in the inner membrane since, previous
experiments have shown that GerD lipoprotein is lost from the inner membrane in
the absence of GerF [41]. However, since spores are able to germinate, though
much more slowly, in the absence of GerD it is likely the C subunit is retained in
these spores.

B. Assess Inner Membrane Germination Protein Topology
The topology of the inner membrane germination proteins has not been
investigated. Since it is not known how these proteins function during
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germination, knowing which parts of the inner membrane germination proteins
face the extracytoplasmic space (external) or the spore core (internal) could
provide clues as to which parts of these various proteins are capable of
interacting on either side of the membrane, and which portions of the GRs could
bind nutrient ligands. We have attempted to exploit the dependence of GFP
fluorescence intensity on pH [144] to determine whether the termini of the
proteins examined in our fluorescence studies are external or internal, using
soluble GFP in the core (internal) and GerQ-GFP in the spore coat (external) as
controls. Upon exposure to pH 13, GFP becomes denatured and no longer
fluoresces [144]; fluorophores that are external will thus lose their ability to
fluoresce while those that are internal will not, since NaOH does not readily cross
the spore inner membrane. Preliminary results suggest that the C-terminus of
GerD and the GR B-subunit and the N- and C-termini of the A-subunits are
internal (K.K. Griffiths et al., unpublished). However, further experiments will be
necessary to map the topology of the polytopic GR A and B subunits and the
SpoVA proteins. In addition, alternative studies using trypsin to digest
extracellular protein components (thus destroying the fluorescence of external
fluorophores) could also be done to confirm previous results. One concern with
this proposed experiment is that trypsin may not be able to access the spore
inner membrane. However, since PS4150 coatless spores will be used in these
experiments the spore coat will not be a barrier. In addition, recent experiments
have estimated the pore size of the B. subtilis cell wall peptidoglycan and
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suggest that proteins <25 kDa, and maybe even certain larger proteins, should
be able to permeate the cell wall of vegetative cells [145]. It is known that the
peptidoglycan of the cortex of spores is less cross-linked than that of the germ
cell wall and is thus likely to have a larger pore size [35]. Therefore, it is possible
that trypsin (~23.3 kDa) will be able to permeate the spore cortex and cell wall.

C. Determine the Effect of Germination on Protein Clustering
Preliminary data show that upon germination GerKB and GerD no longer
cluster (K.K. Griffiths et al., unpublished). In addition to determining whether this
phenomenon is universal by checking other germination protein fusions, future
experiments should address how and when this loss of clustering occurs using
time-lapse fluorescence microscopy as well as spore fractionation and Western
blot analysis. In addition, fusion proteins can be expressed in spores containing
an additional deletion of the cwlD gene, which results in spores that can only
complete the early stages of spore germination including Ca-DPA release, but
cannot digest the cortex [34, 146]. This will help us distinguish whether the
dispersion of foci observed is triggered during the earlier or later stages of spore
germination. Preliminary data show that in germinated ΔcwlD spores GerD
clusters are disrupted while GerKB clusters remain intact (K.K. Griffiths et al.,
unpublished), indicating that GerD clusters disperse prior to cortex lysis and
GerKB clusters are disperse after the cortex is lysed. Also, since we observed
varition in the intensity of fluorescence from the GR foci, fluorescence and time-
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lapse DIC microscopy analysis are being used in concert to determine whether
there is a correlation between the fluoresce intensity and germination rates (J.
Zhang et al., unpublished).

D. Examine the Formation of the Germinosome in Sporulation
Experiments could also be done to address when and how foci are formed
during sporulation. The GRs and GerD are expressed under the control of the
forespore specific transcription factor σG prior to Ca-DPA accumulation [130,
131]. However, it would be interesting to determine when during sporulation the
germinosome appears since it may be formed later in sporulation than the
synthesis of its protein constituents to prevent premature activation of the
receptors. Also, as mentioned above, GerD foci seem to disperse in germinated
ΔcwlD spores that have lost their Ca-DPA but have not degraded their cortex.
GerD seems to act as a scaffold for germinosome assembly and it is possible
that GerD clustering depends on the presence of Ca-DPA. To investigate this we
could examine the localization of GRs and GerD in spores that lack Ca-DPA. In
addition, since we have soluble GerD in the lab we could examine whether CaDPA affects the association of GerD in vitro. Alternatively, it is plausible that the
changes in the inner membrane properties that occur during sporulation drive
focus formation. Thus we could determine whether foci are formed in spores that
are stalled in sporulation and do not alter their inner membrane properties. Since,
foci of GRs and GerD are not observed in growing cells, it would also be
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interesting to determine whether foci could be induced by ectopically expressing
σG in growing cells. Previous experiments have shown that σG expression in
vegetative cells induces the expression of lacZ when fused to GR promoters
[130, 147, 148]. However, it is not known whether GRs and GerD will be
expressed in this situation and if so, whether they will be able to form foci. We
can check for the expression of GRs and GerD using antibodies that are currently
available in our lab.

E. Investigate Interactions between Germinosome Components and
Identify New Components
We have shown that the GRs and GerD are at least in close proximity.
Unfortunately, given the relatively low fluorescence intensity of the GR fusions it
is unlikely that we will be able to use fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) to investigate protein-protein interactions more closely. However, further
experiments using protein cross-linking and co-immunoprecipitation could help to
determine whether there are indeed interactions between these proteins.
Moreover, these experiments could also help us to identify unknown components
of the germinosome. In these experiments PS4150 spores could be decoated to
remove any remaining coat and spore outer membrane and their associated
proteins [96] and then incubated with a reversible cross-linking agent, such as
sulfosuccinimidylpropionate (DTSSP), to cross-link interacting proteins on the
outer surface of the spore inner membrane. Soluble spore inner membrane
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extracts could then be obtained as previously described [41, 149], and
immunoprecipitated with anti-GR subunit or GerD antibodies available in the
laboratory. Western blot analysis could then be done on the immunoprecipitate
with antibodies to the remaining germination proteins. In addition, we could
identify unknown proteins by reversing the cross-linking with reducing agents,
followed by SDS-PAGE and mass spectrometry.

F. Summary and Model
In this thesis we have shown that the GRs and GerD colocalize in single
clusters, called germinosomes in dormant spores. Moreover the different GRs
form foci independently, but depend on GerD and diacylglycerol addition to their
C subunit for clustering. GerD forms foci even in the absence of all the GRs and
appears to act as a scaffold for GR focus formation. LIke the GR C subunit, GerD
also requires diacylglycerol addition for clustering. Our analysis of the
phospholipid composition of the spore inner membrane suggests, however, that
no specific phospholipid is required in germination. We have also shown that all
three GR subunits are needed for clustering, though it is possible that it is the C
subunit that is required for recruitment to the germinosome (see above). This
work has thus provided exciting new information regarding spore germination,
which allows us to improve our current models of this process. Previous work has
suggested that the B subunit is likely to bind nutrients since changes in the GR B
subunit can alter nutrient specificity and typically have no effect on or reduce the
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response to germinants [126, 150, 151]. The A subunit may also be involved in
nutrient binding but is more likely to modulate the downstream responses to
nutrient binding since mutations in this subunit can dramatically increase or
decrease the rate of the germination response [128]. We can now include the
role of GerD in cluster formation and the predicted role of the C subunit in
recruiting the GRs to the germinosome (Figure 4.1). Further studies including
those suggested here will be needed to determine the mechanism of initiation of
nutrient germination.
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Figure 4.1. Model of the organization of spore inner membrane proteins
involved in nutrient germination in B. subtilis. The inner membrane is shown
in black and the outer layers of the spore are not shown. (A) The organization of
proteins in wild-type spores showing the germinosome as a cluster of GRs and
GerD. There are likely to be other proteins that are present in the cluster that are
yet to be identified. SpoVA proteins are distributed throughout the inner
membrane. When nutrients bind the GRs, SpoVA is triggered to release Ca-DPA
from the spore core but the mechanism is unknown as indicated by the question
mark. (B) When gerD is deleted, the germinosome is disrupted and the GRs
become randomly distributed throughout the membrane. It is likely that the A, B
and C subunits of each receptor unit remain intact since ΔgerD spores can
germinate, though slowly. (C) As discussed in section 4.A, the C subunit of the
GRs is likely to be recruiting GRs to the germinosome. In spores of strains that
lack the GR C-subunit, the GerD proteins cluster normally however the remaining
GRs subunits are unable to form clusters. Note that it is not clear whether the A
and B subunits will remain associated in this scenario.
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